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The David J. Langum, Sr. Prize in Historical
Fiction
2014: What is Visible: A Novel, by Kimberly Elkins
2013: Crossing Purgatory, by Gary Schanbacher

Please follow us on our website, langumtrust.org
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Welcome from the Chair
Welcome to the Mile-High City and a weekend full of the celebration of historical
ﬁction. The members of my board--Maryka Biaggio, Meenoo Mishra, Daniel Willis,
Theresa Guzman Stokes and Susie Pruett--and many others working with them have
volunteered long hours for the better part of two years to help make your experience the
best possible.
You will ﬁnd workshops on the writing craft--and on the use of bladed weapons.
Bestsellers will offer mentorship to up-and-coming writers in the Blue Pencil Cafe
and titillate with sex scenes. You can have your dialogue read by actors or learn to
dance with the Darcys. Let your interest rove from Ancient Egypt in an honoring of
Elizabeth Peters and her work, to the Highlands of Scotland. Agents and editors hungry
for historical stories will hear your pitches. Pick up signed copies of titles from your favorite authors--and a
few new ones at the book store and signing. Pit your knowledge of the genre against others in the lively quiz
or dress like your favorite character for the costume pageant. Be sure to save plenty of time for networking,
visiting with old friends and exchanging contact information with new ones. Revel in the diversity of times and
places we recreate with our words. The problem will be making your choices.
Please seek any member of the board, identiﬁed by red ribbons, to help ﬁnd your bearings and to aid in your
choices. The time will be only too short. And until we meet again--happy reading.
In Memoriam

T O N Y H AYS (  )

H

istorical writer Tony Hays
wrote a recent four-book
Arthurian mystery series. His last
book, completed just before his
untimely death, is Shakespeare
No More, to be published September . Brendan DuBois
said: “This intriguing, detailed
novel puts you in the England of
, when Shakespeare was a
real man, with talent and follies,
lust and appetites, and who also
made his share of enemies. Highly
recommended.”
In Tony’s memory, Perseverance Press is oﬀering the
book at a discount to HNS members and conference attendees who order before the publication date, at the price
of $.. Please order directly from the publisher and use
promotional code HNS. Books will be mailed in August.

Perseverance Press / John Daniel & Company
10#PYǯǴǶǭ .D,JOMFZWJMMF $"ǶǲǲǮǶtǵǭǭǳǳǯǵǰǲǮ
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Guests of Honor
Chris (C.C.) Humphreys - Friday Kickoff Dinner
Chris (C.C.) Humphreys is the author of eight historical novels. The French Executioner
is the tale of the man who killed Anne Boleyn, and was runner up for the CWA Steel Dagger
for Thrillers 2002. It has been optioned for the screen. Its sequel was Blood Ties. Having
played the part of Jack Absolute, he stole the character and has written three books on this
‘007 of the 1770’s’ – Jack Absolute, The Blooding of Jack Absolute and Absolute Honourshort listed for the 2007 Evergreen Prize by the Ontario Library Association, all currently
being re-released in the US by Sourcebooks. His novel about the real Dracula, Vlad, The
Last Confession was a bestseller in Canada and his novel, A Place Called Armageddon
was recently published in Turkish. All have been published in the UK, Canada, the US and
many have been translated in various languages including Russian, Italian, German, Greek,
Spanish, Portuguese, Czech, Serbian, Turkish and Indonesian.
He has also written a trilogy for young adults The Runestone Saga. A heady brew of Norse myth, runic magic, time
travel and horror, the ﬁrst book in the series The Fetch was published in North America in July
2006, with the sequel, Vendetta in August 2007 and the conclusion, Possession, August 2008.
They are also published in Russia, Greece, Turkey and Indonesia. His latest Young Adult novel
The Hunt of the Unicorn was released by Knopf in North America in March 2011 and also
published in Spain. His new adult novel Shakespeare’s Rebel, about William Shakespeare’s
ﬁght choreographer at the time of Hamlet, was released in the UK in March 2013 and in
Canada August 2011. He has recently signed to write two books for Century in the UK and
Doubleday in Canada. Plague and Fire are tales of religious fundamentalist serial killers set
against the wild events of 1665 to 1666, London. They will be published in 2014 and 2015.
Chris lives on Salt Spring Island, BC, Canada, with his wife and young son.

Karen Cushman - Saturday Luncheon
When Karen Cushman was a little girl in Chicago, she went on walks with her Polish
grandfather through the alleys of the city where she collected rubber bands, pencils, marbles,
maple leaves and robins’ eggs. Her childhood treasures were kept in a box under her bed.
Karen devoured books and wrote poems, plays, short stories and even a novel. Never having
known an adult who was a writer, her plans for her future depended on what book she had
just read, which was, as she says “everything I could get my hands on: Little Lulu comic
books, Rufus M. and The Middle Moffatt, Homer Price and the Doughnut Machine, Mad
magazine and Seventeen and cereal boxes.” One day she wanted to be a brain surgeon, the
next a ballet dancer. It was not until she went to Stanford University that
she realized she could actually do what she loved in real life. However,
she didn’t start writing seriously until at the age of 49, after years of
preparation – reading, writing and making up stories in her head, she felt ready to write her ﬁrst
book, Catherine, Called Birdy (a Newbery Honor book). Now she collects her own fantasies,
memories and imaginings and instead of a box under her bed, she puts them into her historical
ﬁction stories about gutsy girls ﬁguring out who they are. Sound familiar? Fortunately for her
readers, she has no plans to stop writing until she is at least one hundred.
Karen is the author of eight books including The Midwife’s Apprentice (winner of the 1996
Newbery Medal), The Ballad of Lucy Whipple (winner of the John and Patricia Beatty Award),
and several other prize-winning novels published by Clarion Books. Her newest book is Will
Sparrow’s Road. Karen lives with her professor husband on Vashon Island in Washington state.
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“There is no better writer
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Special Guest Speaker
Diana Gabaldon - Saturday Costume & Awards Banquet
Diana Gabaldon (it’s pronounced “GAA-bull-dohn”—it rhymes with “bad to the
bone”) is the author of the award-winning, #1 NYT-bestselling Outlander novels,
described by Salon magazine as “the smartest historical sci-ﬁ adventure-romance
story ever written by a science Ph.D. with a background in scripting “Scrooge
McDuck” comics.”
A scientist with a Ph.D. in Quantitative Behavioral Ecology and a specialty in
scientiﬁc computation, Gabaldon jumped the academic rails in 1991, when the
adventure began with the classic Outlander, and has continued through seven
more New York Times-bestselling novels, with twenty-six million copies in print
worldwide, in 42 countries and 38 languages.
(Gabaldon has also written The Exile: an Outlander graphic novel, several novels
of a best-selling sub-series featuring Lord John Grey, and The Scottish Prisoner,
featuring both Lord John and Jamie Fraser, plus a number of novellas and the twovolume non-ﬁction Outlandish Companion). STARZ has created a popular original television series based on
the books, also called “Outlander”—ﬁlmed in Scotland and presently sold in 88 countries.

Friday Workshop Presenters
Larry Brooks
The Architecture of the Historical Novel, Attitude and Altitude of Historical Novel
Larry Brooks is the author of six critically-acclaimed thrillers, and the guy behind
www.storyﬁx.com, one of the fastest-growing and most respected writing sites on
the internet. His latest novel is The Seventh Thunder, released in April 2014. His
book on writing - Story Engineering: Understanding The Six Core Competencies
Of Successful Writing - was published by Writers Digest Books in February 2011,
and his second writing book, Story Physics: Harnessing The Underlying Forces
Of Storytelling, came out from WDB in June 2013. Brooks’ books leverage the
growing audience for his writing-skills website which explores a fresh and rhetoricfree perspective on writing ﬁction from a carefully articulated model and plan, rather
than the seat-of-the-pants creative chaos so many writers employ. Brooks has been teaching writing
workshops since the mid-1980s. He and his wife Laura live in Scottsdale, AZ, where the heat and
the spectacularly bad drivers are challenging. Feel free to email Larry at storyﬁxer@gmail.com.

David Blixt
Broadsword Workshop, Rapier/Dagger/Smallsword workshop
Author and playwright David Blixt’s work is consistently described as “intricate,” “taut,”
and “breathtaking.” A writer of historical ﬁction, his novels span the early Roman Empire
(the Colossus series, his play Eve Of Ides) to early Renaissance Italy (the Star-Cross’d
series) up through the Elizabethan era (his delightful espionage comedy Her Majesty’s Will,
starring Will Shakespeare and Kit Marlowe as inept spies). His novels combine a love of
the theatre with a deep respect for the quirks and passions of history.
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Editors & Agents
NATALIA APONTE opened the Aponte Literary Agency after a long career in publishing that
included working as a book buyer for a regional distributor, clerking in a bookstore, working in
the marketing department of a major publisher, and editing manuscripts at Tor Books for over
20 years. Natalia and her colleague Victoria Lea accept submissions of any genre of mainstream
ﬁction and non-ﬁction, but they especially seek women’s novels, historical novels, supernatural
and paranormal ﬁction, fantasy novels, political and science thrillers. In non-ﬁction they look at
any genre with commercial potential. What they consider most important, and certainly more
important than genre, is that the writing be strong and fresh. Please see www.aponteliterary.com
for more information.
DENI DIETZ — Senior Editor, Five Star Mysteries – Five Star — Denise [Deni] Dietz has
been in the publishing business for over 20 years, and has been reading ﬁction for longer than
that. When she was in grade school she tried to hide her mom’s hardcover Gone With the
Wind inside her Dick and Jane reader. She got caught, learned her lesson, and hid her mom’s
paperbacks instead. Deni still feels the same sense of joy and discovery when she reads a non–
clichéd, well–written, character–driven novel. She says she wants to “be there” in the scene.
For example, she doesn’t want to know that General Santa Anna was captured in 1836. She
prefers to know that he was naked except for his underpants. Deni is acquiring historical crime
ﬁction of any time period, up to and including the 1960s. She will also be taking pitches for a new Five Star line:
Frontier Fiction. Novels should be set prior to the 1940s. She’s looking for “off-trail” westerns, romance, women’s
ﬁction, and Frontier Fiction with YA crossover (coming-of-age themes). Her authors include Edgar-nominated Kate
Flora and Edgar winner Richard Helms, best-selling historical mystery authors Peg Herring (the Tudor era), Alice
Duncan (1920s), Linda Richards (1930s), Sheila York (1940s), Alana White (15th century), and Kelli Stanley (winner
of numerous awards). Under the pen name Mary Ellen Dennis, Deni is the author of Heaven’s Thunder – a Colorado
Saga – 1893-1923 with an emphasis on Colorado’s silent ﬁlm industry. Also, The Landlord’s Black-eyed Daughter
(1790s), inspired by Alfred Noyes’ The Highwayman, chosen as one of Booklist’s 10 Best Books of the Year, and
nominated for an RT Award. Plus, Stars of Fire (1860-1861) and an 1875 circus historical, The Greatest Love on
Earth. Mary Ellen Dennis novels are available at this conference. Deni is often asked what she likes best: writing or
editing? The answer, of course, is both. But here in this brief bio, she confesses that she likes working with brand
new authors best, and when she offers one a contract she does a Snoopy dance.
IRENE GOODMAN has been a leading member of the publishing community for over 30
years. Her clients are regulars on the New York Times, USA Today, Publishers Weekly, and
Bookscan bestseller lists. She began her career as the assistant to the agent who represented
Stephen King, and established her own agency a year later. Her ﬁction list includes historical
ﬁction, women’s ﬁction, thrillers, young adult, and mysteries. Her non-ﬁction list includes
pop culture, memoir, music, social issues, animals, parenting, food, Judaica, Anglophilia,
Francophilia, and lifestyle. Together with her dynamic staff, her agency represents over one
hundred authors in these ﬁelds. Irene has written columns and articles for a number of writers’
publications, including the Novelists Ink newsletter, the Mystery Writers of America newsletter,
Solander (the newsletter of the Historical Novel Society), the Romance Writers of America
newsletter, and many regional publications. She is also a frequent speaker at writer’s conferences, including
keynoting at the Historical Novel Society and Novelists Ink., and workshops at the Romance Writers of America,
the Surrey International Writers Conference, the Paciﬁc Northwest Writers Conference, SEAK, the South Carolina
Writers Workshop, and Malice Domestic. Originally from the Midwest, Irene has a B.A. and a master’s degree from
the University of Michigan. She divides her time between New York and the Berkshires. Her personal passions
include travel, Doonesbury, opera, Mark Twain, theatre, and children. She has been married for 32 years and has two
grown children.
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SHANNON HASSAN, an agent with the Marsal Lyon Literary Agency, brings a depth of
business and editorial experience to her role as agent, having worked in publishing and law
for more than a decade. She represents authors of commercial and literary ﬁction, young
adult and middle grade ﬁction, and select nonﬁction. She is drawn to fresh voices, compelling
characters, and crisp prose, and is actively seeking both historical and contemporary works.
Before becoming an agent, Shannon was the Acquisitions Editor at Fulcrum Publishing, and
prior to that a corporate attorney in New York. She received her JD from Harvard and her
BA from George Washington University. For more about Shannon and her agency, please visit: http://www.
marsallyonliteraryagency.com/the-agents/shannon-hassan/
GREG JOHNSON worked for nine years as a literary agent before starting WordServe Literary
Group in 2003. He has represented more than 2,200 books and negotiated more than 1,600
contracts valued at more than $40 million to over eighty different publishing houses. Before
working with authors, Greg wrote 23 non-ﬁction books and more than 200 magazine articles. He
worked for ﬁve years as founding editor for Breakaway magazine, and spent ten years working
full time with youth in the Paciﬁc Northwest. Greg is married to Becky who works closely with
him in evaluating authors and their manuscripts. Together they have six adult children, along
with ﬁve grandsons. They make their home in Highlands Ranch, Colorado. Greg is looking
for ﬁction in these categories: Military, Christian/Religious, Historical, Women’s Romantic
Suspense. He’s not looking for Children’s Picture books or YA ﬁction, Poetry, Romance, Horror/SciFi, or Literary.
CASSIEL KNIGHT has worked in the publishing industry for over twenty years. Currently
she is the senior editor at Champagne Book Group an independent small press located in High
River, AB Canada. Established in 2004, Champagne Book Group has continued to grow and
now boasts authors in all corners of the globe. Cassie is also an instructor at Savvy Authors.
Passionate about the craft and business of writing, especially within the romance genre, she
actively mentors writers and has taught numerous workshops, both in-person and online. She
is actively seeking all kinds of great stories with a fabulous voice in genre ﬁction (romance,
science ﬁction, fantasy, mystery, thrillers, horror, YA and NA), but has a soft spot for historical
ﬁction, particularly medieval and Georgian areas. She will swoon over one set in ancient Egypt.
For more information about what we are looking for, visit www.ChampagneBooks.com. Cassie can be contacted at
cassie@champagnebooks.com.

Diane Hinds
MA, CertHE Public Relations, CIPR, MPRCA
Visiting Lecturer-Campaigning & Persuasive Skills
presents
'An Introduction to PR' film aimed at the
small or self published writer
http://youtu.be/UzJZnmdme2c
Also available for Coaching, Talks, PR
Tel: 718 838 9340
eMail: info@tebureau.net

www.theentertainmentbureau.co.uk
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KEVAN LYON is a Literary Agent and partner with Marsal Lyon Literary Agency. She has more
than 20 years in the publishing business, including 8 years as a Literary Agent and 17+ years on the
wholesale, retail and distribution side of the business. Kevan brings an informed and unique perspective
to her work with clients. Her background on the buying and retail side of publishing affords her helpful
insight into what types of books will sell and how to market them. Kevan holds an MBA from the
Anderson School of Management at UCLA. Kevan handles women’s ﬁction, with an emphasis on
commercial women’s ﬁction, young adult ﬁction and all genres of romance. Kevan works with her
authors to help them realize their dreams of being published and to build a long term career as a writer.
The Marsal Lyon Literary Agency strives to partner with their clients on all phases of the publishing
path. Authors on Kevan’s list span a broad range of genres in women’s and young adult ﬁction from
more literary, commercial projects to all genres of romance including historical, contemporary, suspense and paranormal.
She loves to be surprised by a unique plot or characters and is always looking for a new, fresh voice or approach. For more
information on the agency and their client list, visit www.MarsalLyonLiteraryAgency.com, visit their Facebook page, or
follow Kevan on Twitter!
JILL MARR is an acquiring associate agent at the Sandra Dijkstra Literary Agency. She
graduated from San Diego State University with a B.A. in English with an emphasis in Creative
Writing and a minor in History. She has a strong Internet and media background as well as over
10 years of publishing experience. She wrote features and ads for Pages, the literary magazine for
people who love books, and continues to write book ads for publishing houses, magazine pieces
and promotional features for television. Jill is interested in commercial ﬁction, with an emphasis
on mysteries, thrillers and horror, women’s commercial ﬁction and historical ﬁction. She is also
looking for non-ﬁction by authors who are getting their work published regularly and who have a realistic sense of the
market and their audience. Jill is looking for non-ﬁction projects in the areas of history, sports, politics, current events, selfhelp, inspirational, cookbooks, memoir (she especially loves travel and foodie memoirs), health & nutrition, pop culture,
humor and music. For more about Jill, visit http://www.dijkstraagency.com/
ANNA MICHELS is an Associate Editor at Sourcebooks, an independent publisher located
outside of Chicago. Over the course of her three years at Sourcebooks she has worked on a wide
variety of projects, most recently focusing on acquiring adult ﬁction and memoirs. She is looking
for commercial literary ﬁction with interesting settings and a strong narrative voice (such as Burial
Rites by Hannah Kent and The Light Between Oceans by M.L. Stedman); mystery (particularly
historical and crossover literary—think Ordinary Grace by William Kent Krueger), literary thriller,
and psychological suspense; and memoirs by writers who connect the events of their lives to readers
through incredible storytelling.
EMMANUELLE MORGEN is a literary agent at Stonesong, representing both adult and
children’s ﬁction and memoir. Before joining Stonesong, she was an agent at Wendy Sherman
Associates and before becoming an agent, she was an editor at Random House. In historical
ﬁction, she represents authors such as Alison Atlee (The Typewriter Girl, Gallery/S&S) and
Cecilia Grant (A Lady Awakened, Bantam/Random House). In historical nonﬁction, she represents
Georg Rauch’s memoir, Unlikely Warrior (Farrar, Strauss & Giroux). Emmanuelle is always
on the lookout for unique voices in ﬁction. Some of her favorite historical novels include Cold
Mountain, A Tree Grows in Brooklyn, Shogun, The Witch of Blackbird Pond, Summer of My German Soldier, Year of
Wonders, and Mists of Avalon. In addition to historical ﬁction, Emmanuelle represents contemporary commercial ﬁction,
women’s ﬁction, romance, mystery, and literary ﬁction. Stonesong, a literary agency founded in 1979, represents the rights
of numerous New York Times-bestselling and award-winning authors, including Michael Buckley, Deb Perelman, and
Charla Krupp. In addition to Alison Atlee, Stonesong represents historical novelists Alex Myers, Elizabeth Hall, and Alissa
Johnson.
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NEPHELE TEMPEST joined The Knight Agency in January, 2005, opening the Los Angeles ofﬁce.
She comes from a diverse publishing and ﬁnance background, having worked in the
editorial department at Simon and Schuster, as a ﬁnancial advisor, in the marketing and
communications departments of several major New York investment ﬁrms, and as a freelance writer—
all skills that come into play helping her clients develop their careers. She continues to actively
build her client list, and is seeking works in the following genres: up-market commercial ﬁction;
women’s ﬁction; urban fantasy; single-title romance including paranormal, suspense, historical,
and contemporary; historical ﬁction, particularly Renaissance, Victorian era, turn of the 19th/20th
centuries, and/or having European, Russian, Northern African or urban-U.S. settings; and young adult
and middle grade ﬁction.
DANIEL WILLIS is the owner of Bygone Era Books, Ltd., a small press based in Denver that is
dedicated solely to historical works, both nonﬁction and ﬁction. He founded this imprint after 15 years
as a nonﬁction writer and 5 years as an historical novelist, most of which has been done as a successful
self-published author. Daniel’s educational background is in European history and political science.
Although a small-press, Bygone Era Books (BEB) has a smooth working relationship with the major
wholesalers and retailers worldwide and is cultivating a healthy network of independent book store
partners. BEB is currently accepting submissions in historical ﬁction of all stripes, as well as nonﬁction works in history,
biography, and genealogy. Any work dealing with one or more royal families is guaranteed to catch our attention. We are
currently not accepting books for ages younger than Young Adult.



Vol 1. 2012



Vol 2. 2013



Vol. 3 Late 2015

Jinny Webber’s

Shakespearean
Actors Trilogy


UHFUHDWHVWKH(QJODQGRI6KDNHVSHDUH-RKQ
'RQQH$OH[DQGHU&RRNHDQG4XHHQ(OL]DEHWK,
WKURXJKWKHH\HVRIDER\DFWRUZKRKDVDVHFUHW
Selected rights available from publisher
Book info at www.NebbadoonPress.com
860-806-6008 ET
George@GeorgeSpitzer.com
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Chanticleer
Book Reviews & Media

Chanticleer Services:
 (GLWRULDO5HYLHZ3DFNDJHV
 :ULWLQJ&RPSHWLWLRQV
WHQJHQUHV

Discovering Today’s
Best Books with
Writing Competitions
and Editorial Reviews

“Chanticleer’s review is compelling. It got my
attention and is a game-changer for The Prodigal
by Michael Hurley.”
Diane Isaacs([HFXWLYHÀOPSURGXFHUZKR
RSWLRQHG´7KH3URGLJDOµE\0LFKDHO+XUOH\

 $XWKRU6HUYLFHV

“Chanticleer’s review of APE: Author, Publisher,
Entrepreneur was a key component of its successful
launch. I would recommend CBR to authors who are
passionate about their craft.”

 0DUNHWLQJ6HUYLFHV

Guy KawasakiDXWKRURIArt of the Start, APE, Enchantment,
What the Plus +DQGRWKHU1<7LPHV%HVWVHOOHUV

 7UDGH6KRZ
5HSUHVHQWDWLRQ
 &KDQWLFOHHU&RPPXQLW\
)RUXP

“Chanticleer Reviews has quickly risen to the ranks of
the premier, respected trade reviews in the industry.
Their opinion is highly valued by independent and
traditional publishers alike. They have been a wonderful
resource for me as an unknown, indie author trying
to obtain recognition for my work. The review that I
received from Chanticleer was directly responsible for a
PRYLHRSWLRQGHDO,UHFHLYHGIURPP\ÀUVWQRYHOµ
Michael Hurley, WKHDXWKRURI “The Prodigal”

Chaucer Historical and Laramie Western Novel Contenders
More than $30,000 in cash and prizes awarded annually

www.ChanticleerReviews.com

Join the Chanticleer Community of Authors and Readers Today
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Speakers & Panelists
Dr. Angelique Acevedo-Barrón is a dedicated results-driven educator, with over 25 years of experience
in public education and is the recipient of many prestigious local and national awards including
the Milken Family Foundation National Educator Award, the Disney American Teacher Award,
Distinguished Teacher of the Year Award, and is a National Board Certiﬁed Teacher. She is a renowned
secondary school administrator recognized for her work with interventions and at-risk populations,
Restorative/Social Justice, and Diversity Education. Her PhD in Curriculum and Instruction is from the
University of Denver and she currently works in Colorado at Jefferson High School in Jeffco Schools.
Jody Allen is a genealogist, historical researcher and history content editor at Rings True Research.
She earned a BA in History (University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee), postgraduate certiﬁcates in Family
and Local History and Medieval/Early Modern Scottish History and currently is a graduate student
in Family and Local History at the University of Dundee/Scotland. An avid reader of historical and
romance ﬁction for 50+ years, she has taught writer’s classes on the Knights Templar, The Anglo/
Scottish Borders, The Other Scotland (Lowlands), and Research Using Genealogy Resources. Her
recent research project included an in-depth study of a Scottish cottage belonging to her ancestors.
Vicky Alvear Shecter’s historical ﬁction novels include the award-winning Cleopatra’s Moon and
Curses and Smoke: A Novel of Pompeii; she contributed to the collaborative novel, A Day of Fire: Stories
of Pompeii. Vicky also writes about mythology and ancient history for younger readers. Her current
Secrets of the Ancient Gods series includes Anubis Speaks: A Guide to the Afterworld by the Egyptian
God of the Dead (Cybils Award Finalist), Hades Speaks (2014) and Thor Speaks, which releases this fall.
She is a docent at the Carlos Museum of Antiquities at Emory University.
Kim Aulerich-Mahone developed a passion for historical dress as a child and studied historical
fashion and textiles at Oregon State University. She has designed and created costumes for Madrigals,
conferences, teas, Renaissance Faires, and several musical productions. Her workshops and classes
include: Characters in Corsets: How to Write Fashion into Your Fiction, From Bonnets to Bustles: Know
your Victorian Fashion, Easy Sewing to Get You Going, and Easy Textile Science. Kim is a member of
Pikes Peak Writers, Springs Writers, American Christian Fiction Writers, Women Writing the West, the
Historical Novel Society, and the Jane Austen Society of North America.
Gillian Bagwell is the author of three acclaimed historical novels: The Darling Strumpet, The September
Queen, and Venus in Winter. She’s been getting laughs and causing blushes at HNS conferences since
2011, most famously with readings from The Darling Strumpet with Diana Gabaldon. Gillian coaches
authors in giving public readings and also offers all levels of editing, specializing in historical ﬁction and
romance. She lives in Berkeley, California and is at work on her fourth book. Please visit her website,
www.gillianbagwell.com, for links to her research blogs and articles, and connect with her on Facebook
(https://www.facebook.com/gillianbagwell) and Twitter, @gillianbagwell.
Mark Richard Beaulieu is an expert on the 12th century world of Eleanor of Aquitaine. The QueenDuchess and her staff know him on a ﬁrst name basis for Mark is an accomplished author, collected
painter, award-winning photographer, and innovative software technologist. He also cooks for her
from time to time. Mark trained as a studio artist and holds a Master of Fine Arts from the University
of California at Davis, and a Bachelor of Fine Arts from Trinity University in San Antonio, Texas. The
Power is his ﬁfth book in the six part Eleanor Code historical recreation series.
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Anna Belfrage - Had Anna been allowed to choose, she’d have become a professional time-traveller. As
such a profession does not yet exist, she settled for second best and became a ﬁnancial professional with
two absorbing interests, namely history and writing. These days, Anna combines an exciting day-job as
the CEO of a multinational listed group with a large family and her writing endeavours. Anna is the author
of the acclaimed The Graham Saga, winner of multiple awards and with one of the books among the ﬁnal
four for the HNS Indie Award 2015. She is also hard at work with her next project, a trilogy set in the
1320s featuring Adam de Guirande, his wife Kit, and their adventures and misfortunes in connection with
Roger Mortimer’s rise to power. Other than on her website, www.annabelfrage.com, Anna can mostly be found on her blog,
http://annabelfrage.wordpress.com – unless, of course, she is submerged in writing her next novel.
Vicki Berger Erwin has worked in the book industry in a variety of positions from writer to bookstore
owner for over 25 years. She is the author of 27 published titles ranging from picture books to adult
nonﬁction. She has been a children’s book manager at an independent store, collection development
manager at a book wholesaler, sales manager at Scholastic Trade and owner of Main Street Books in St
Charles MO with her husband. She is currently bookseller emeritus at Main Street Books after selling the
store in 2014.
Maryka Biaggio is a former psychology professor turned novelist with a passion for historical ﬁction.
Her debut novel, Parlor Games, was published by Doubleday in January 2013. Twenty-eight years
after launching her academic career she took the leap from full-time academic to scrambling writer and
now splits her time between ﬁction writing and higher education consulting work. Her ﬁction has won
Willamette Writers and Belles Lettres awards. She prides herself on crafting carefully researched and
realistic ﬁction. She travels extensively, is an avid opera fan, and enjoys gardening, art ﬁlms, and, of
course, great ﬁction. She lives in Portland, Oregon, that edgy green gem of the Paciﬁc Northwest.
Author and playwright David Blixt’s work is consistently described as “intricate,” “taut,” and
“breathtaking.” A writer of Historical Fiction, his novels span the early Roman Empire (the Colossus
series, his play Eve Of Ides) to early Renaissance Italy (the Star-Cross’d series) up through the
Elizabethan era (his delightful espionage comedy Her Majesty’s Will, starring Will Shakespeare and Kit
Marlowe as inept spies). His novels combine a love of the theatre with a deep respect for the quirks and
passions of history.
Patricia Bracewell taught high school English before pursuing a writing career. Her recent novel, The
Price of Blood, is the second book in her trilogy about the 11th century queen of England, Emma of
Normandy. Her ﬁrst book, Shadow on the Crown, has been published in the UK, Australia, Italy, Germany,
Russia and Brazil as well as in the US and Canada. She continues to travel extensively for research, and in
the fall of 2014 she served as Writer-in-Residence at Gladstone’s Library, Wales. She is currently at work
on her third novel about Queen Emma. She lives in Oakland, California.
Jessica Brockmole is the author of the internationally bestselling novel Letters from Skye, an epistolary
love story spanning an ocean and two world wars. Named one of Publishers Weekly’s Best Books of 2013
and a Good Housekeeping Reader Recommends title, Letters from Skye has been published in twentyone countries. Jessica is also the author of the forthcoming novel At the Edge of Summer, set in postwar
France, and contributor to the WWI anthology A Fall of Poppies. When not writing, Jessica helps as a
U.S. reviews editor for The Historical Novels Review and spends far too much time on Twitter.
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Amy Bruno is the owner of Historical Fiction Virtual Book Tours (http://hfvirtualbooktours.com) and
blogger/reviewer at Passages to the Past (http://passagestothepast.com). She lives outside Atlanta, GA
with her husband and best friend, three amazing kids, and four pets.
Lorie Brush has published two non-ﬁction books, completed two novels (still
looking for homes), and is currently writing her ﬁrst historical ﬁction novel about
a World War II OSS agent caught in the doldrums of the 1950s, wondering if his
boredom with the American Dream is all that life has in store. Of course, it’s not. Lorie is an active part
of a writers’ group in northern Virginia and hoping to share some of the lessons that group has learned
over the years.
Mary F. Burns is the author of a new historical mystery series, the ﬁrst of which is titled The Spoils of
Avalon (2014), and features amateur sleuths John Singer Sargent and Violet Paget in a dual-time-period
mystery that combines ancient legends with Victorian bohemianism. Mary is a member of and book
reviewer for the Historical Novel Society and a former member of the HNS Conference board of directors.
Her other books include Portraits of an Artist (also about John Singer Sargent), Isaac and Ishmael,
and J-The Woman Who Wrote the Bible. She lives in San Francisco with her husband, enjoys making
stained glass windows and playing the piano. Visit her blogs at www.portraitsofanartist.blogspot.com, www.sargentpagetmysteries.blogspot.com, and her website at www.maryfburns.com.
Leslie Carroll is a multi-published author in three genres, including historical ﬁction, where (under
the pen names Amanda Elyot and Juliet Grey) she has written about numerous scandalous women,
from Helen of Troy to Marie Antoinette. Her novels have been optioned for ﬁlm and television and
translated into 11 languages. A frequent commentator on royal romances and relationships, she has
been interviewed by MSNBC.com, USAToday, the Australian Broadcasting Company, and NPR; was
a featured royalty expert on CBS nightly news in London during the royal wedding coverage of Prince
William and Catherine Middleton; and appears on royal-centric Travel Channel and Canadian History
Channel docuseries. Leslie is also a professional actress and an award-winning audio book narrator, specializing in works
of historical ﬁction. Visit her at www.lesliecarroll.com
A novel of ambition and
intrigue in the royal court

PLEDGE
BETTER TIMES
A

OF

from award-winning
author Margaret Porter
A king’s bastard son
A disgraced earl’s daughter
A doomed queen
“Elegant prose and vivid detail…
sweeps you into late Stuart England.”
Marci Jefferson, author of Enchantress of Paris
www.margaretporter.com
Available at local booksellers and
online in print and ebook formats.
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Lynn Carthage - see Erika Mailman
W. J. Cherf is a witty and engaging author, ancient historian, and archaeologist, who has been there
and dug that. He writes historical science ﬁction for those looking for a wild and sophisticated ride,
who enjoy lively description, and an involved plot. His award-winning series, The Manuscripts of the
Richards’ Trust, fulﬁll a life-long desire: “to write books without footnotes,” and to share his love for
ancient Egypt. His message is: “When it comes to history, there is always more ‘out
there’ than meets the eye. You just have to be aware of the evidence and sensitive to the
possibilities.”
Geraldine J. Clouston - Ms. Clouston, President and CEO, is a retired R.N. who founded indieBRAG,
LLC as a direct result of her passion for reading, and her belief in the underappreciated worth of highquality self-published books.
Stephanie Cowell published her ﬁrst short stories in her teens. She had a career as an opera singer
and international balladeer until the translation of a Mozart opera led her back to writing. Stephanie
is the author of Nicholas Cooke, The Physician of London, The Players: a novel of the young
Shakespeare, Marrying Mozart and Claude & Camille: a novel of Monet. She is the recipient of an
American Book Award. Her work has been translated into nine languages. She has just completed a
novel on the immortal love story of Elizabeth Barrett and Robert Browning. Her website is http://www.
stephaniecowell.com.
Karen Cushman is the author of The Midwife’s Apprentice (winner of the 1996 Newbery Medal),
Catherine, Called Birdy (a Newbery Honor book), The Ballad of Lucy Whipple (winner of the John
and Patricia Beatty Award), and several other prize-winning novels published by Clarion Books. Her
newest book is Will Sparrow’s Road. Karen likes to write about gutsy girls ﬁguring out who they are, and
lucky for us, she has no plans to stop writing until she is at least one hundred. Karen lives and writes on
Vashon Island in Washington state.
Erin Davies has been a book reviewer at Flashlight Commentary since 2011, is active
on Goodreads and Amazon, and regularly reviews for Netgalley, Historical Fiction Virtual Books Tours
and Book Junkie Promotions. Previously, she has reviewed for France Book Tours, Crimson Flower
Reviews, Fireship Press, Reading Addiction Virtual Book Tours, and the Historical Novel Society.
Erin lives in Southern California, likes dogs, getting caught in the rain, and, while her coffee addiction
is practically legendary, it’s a little known secret that she enjoys tea as well. She has been a book addict
for as long as she can remember and, despite repeated suggestions of intervention and rehab, Erin has no
interest in recovery.
Lindsey Davis is best known for Roman detective, Marcus Didius Falco. She has also written The
Course of Honour, Rebels and Traitors and a Quickread, both set in the English Civil War, and Master
and God, about paranoid Emperor Domitian. Her new series about Flavia Albia started with The Ides
of April in 2013, with Deadly Election in 2015 alongside a digital novella, The Spook Who Spoke
Again. Her books are translated and have been dramatized on BBC Radio 4. Her awards include the
Premio Colosseo (from the city of Rome), the Barcelona International Historical Novel Prize and
the Crimewriters’ Cartier Diamond Dagger for lifetime achievement. She has been Chair of the UK
Crimewriters and the UK Society of Authors. www.lindseydavis.co.uk
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Jennifer Delamere’s novels are set against the backdrop of real events in Victorian England and colonial
Australia. Her books have won numerous accolades, including a starred review from Publishers Weekly
and nomination for the Romance Writers of America’s RITA® award. She loves reading histories and
the classics and hunting down obscure primary source material, all of which she mines for the vivid
details to bring to life the people and places in her books. Jennifer earned a B.A. in English from McGill
University in Montreal, Canada, and has been an editor of educational materials for nearly two decades.
Deni Deitz — Senior Editor, Five Star Mysteries – Five Star — Denise [Deni] Dietz has been in the
publishing business for over 20 years, and has been reading ﬁction for longer than that. She’s looking
for “off-trail” westerns, romance, women’s ﬁction, and Frontier Fiction with YA crossover (coming-ofage themes). Her authors include Edgar-nominated Kate Flora and Edgar winner Richard Helms, bestselling historical mystery authors Peg Herring (the Tudor era), Alice Duncan (1920s), Linda Richards
(1930s), Sheila York (1940s), Alana White (15th century), and Kelli Stanley (winner of numerous
awards). Under the pen name Mary Ellen Dennis, Deni is the author of Heaven’s Thunder – a Colorado Saga – 18931923 with an emphasis on Colorado’s silent ﬁlm industry. Also, The Landlord’s Black-eyed Daughter (1790s), inspired by
Alfred Noyes’ The Highwayman, chosen as one of Booklist’s 10 Best Books of the Year, and nominated for an RT Award.
Plus, Stars of Fire (1860-1861) and an 1875 circus historical, The Greatest Love on Earth. Mary Ellen Dennis novels are
available at this conference.
Stephanie Renée dos Santos writes ﬁction and is an artist and yoga guide. She has a Studio Arts degree
from Whitman College. She’s the founder of the online “Ashram of Arts”, leading writing and yoga
workshops and more in the United States and abroad. She’s published ﬁction in American Athenaeum,
Lalitamba, and writes features for the Historical Novel Society and her ongoing blog series Love of Art
in Historical Fiction. Her forthcoming historical novel is Cut From The Earth, the story of an empathetic
Portuguese tile maker who risks everything to save slaves and escape The Great Lisbon Earthquake of
1755 that ushers in a New Age.
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Stephanie Dray is an award-winning, bestselling and RITA award nominated author of historical
women’s ﬁction. Her critically acclaimed series about Cleopatra’s daughter has been translated into
six different languages and won the Golden Leaf. Her more recent work delves into American History.
Before she wrote novels, Stephanie was a lawyer, a game designer, and a teacher. Now she illuminates
the stories of women in history to inspire the young women of today.

Diana Gabaldon (it’s pronounced “GAA-bull-dohn”—it rhymes with “bad to the bone”) is the author
of the award-winning, #1 NYT-bestselling Outlander novels, described by Salon magazine as “the
smartest historical sci-ﬁ adventure-romance story ever written by a science Ph.D. with a background in
scripting “Scrooge McDuck” comics.”A scientist with a Ph.D. in Quantitative Behavioral Ecology and
a specialty in scientiﬁc computation, Gabaldon jumped the academic rails in 1991, when the adventure
began with the classic Outlander, and has continued through seven more New York Times-bestselling
novels, with twenty-six million copies in print worldwide, in 42 countries and 38 languages. STARZ
has created a popular original television series based on the books, also called Outlander—ﬁlmed in
Scotland and presently sold in 88 countries.
Margaret George specializes in epic biographical novels of pivotal characters in history; her work has
been continuously in print for thirty years and still sells briskly. She has written about Henry VIII, Mary
Queen of Scots, Cleopatra, Mary Magdalene, Helen of Troy, and Elizabeth I. All of her books have been
New York Times bestsellers, translated into many foreign editions, and the Cleopatra novel was made
into an Emmy-nominated ABC-TV miniseries. She is currently at work on a novel about the Emperor
Nero.
Irene Goodman has been a leading member of the publishing community for over 30 years. Together
with her dynamic staff, her agency represents over one hundred authors. Irene has written columns
and articles for a number of writers’ publications, and is a frequent speaker at writer’s conferences,
including keynoting at the Historical Novel Society and Novelists Ink. conferences, and workshops at the
Romance Writers of America, the Surrey International Writers Conference, the Paciﬁc Northwest Writers
Conference, SEAK, the South Carolina Writers Workshop, and Malice Domestic. Originally from the
Midwest, Irene has a B.A. and a master’s degree from the University of Michigan. She divides her time
between New York and the Berkshires. She has been married for 32 years and has two grown children.
A former fashion executive, C.W. Gortner is the international bestselling author of seven historical
novels set in Renaissance Europe, three of which have been Historical Novels Review Editors’
Choice selections. His most recent novel, Mademoiselle Chanel, reimagines the life of the iconic and
controversial fashion designer, Coco Chanel. Named one of the top ten historical ﬁction authors, his
books have been translated in over twenty languages. Visit him at www.cwgortner.com

Delaney Green is the author of Jem, a Girl of London, a YA historical fantasy. She lives in the American
Midwest with three cats, one dog, and snow. She’s the author of “Tsunami Surprise,” published in
Bouchercon 2014: Murder at the Beach. She has been a reporter, a copy editor, a professional actress, a
Broadway theater concessions manager, and a farm laborer. Green earned a bachelor’s degree in English,
Theater, and Speech at the University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire and a master’s degree in Journalism at
the University of Kansas. She taught high school English for 25 years. Like her at www.facebook.com/
delaneygreenwriter.
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Diane Haeger, who currently writes under the pen name Anne Girard, holds a master’s degree in Clinical
Psychology and is the award-winning author of 14 novels, both historical and contemporary. She has
moved back and forth through time over her twenty year career, from writing about the lost love of
William Tecumseh Sherman to crafting a series set in Tudor England entitled, In the Court of Henry VIII,
and most recently Madame Picasso. Her books to date have been translated into 12 different languages.
Visit her at www.dianehaeger.com/www.madamepicasso.com
Libbie Hawker’s ﬁction features deeply human characters and rich details of time and place. She is the
author of ten novels, nine of which are historical. Primarily an indie author, she also works with Lake
Union Publishing.

Susan Higginbotham has published ﬁve historical novels set in medieval and Tudor England and one
nonﬁction book on the Woodville family. Her forthcoming novel, her ﬁrst dealing with American history,
tells the stories of two women caught up in the assassination of President Lincoln: Nora Fitzpatrick, who
will lose her innocence, and her landlady, Mary Surratt, who will lose her life.
Helen Hollick lives on a thirteen-acre farm in North Devon, England. Born in North-East London, Helen
started writing pony stories as a teenager, moved onto science-ﬁction and fantasy, and then discovered
historical ﬁction. Published for over twenty years in the UK with her Arthurian Trilogy, and the era
of 1066, she was selected for publication by Sourcebooks Inc in the US, and became a USA Today
best seller with Forever Queen. She also writes the Sea Witch Voyages, nautical pirate-based fantasy
adventures. As a supporter of Independent Authors she is Managing Editor for the Historical Novel
Society Indie Reviews, and inaugurated the HNS Indie Award.
Stephanie M. Hopkins conducts author interviews at Layered Pages and helps promote the B.R.A.G.
Medallion. She participates in the Historical Fiction Virtual Book Tours. She has reviewed books for
the Historical Novel Society, is Co-Admininstrator of the English Historical Fiction Authors Group on
Facebook. Her passion in reading is in Historical Fiction, Alternate History, and History. When she is not
pursuing her love of a good read, chatting with authors and fellow readers (which is pretty much 24/7).
Stephanie also enjoys creating mix media art on canvas. She is into health, ﬁtness and loves the outdoors.
Anna Lee Huber is the RITA and Daphne awards-nominated author of the national bestselling Lady
Darby Mysteries, including A Grave Matter, Mortal Arts, and The Anatomist’s Wife. She is a summa
cum laude graduate of Lipscomb University in Nashville, Tennessee, where she majored in music and
minored in psychology. She currently resides in Indiana with her family and is hard at work on the next
Lady Darby novel. Book 4, A Study in Death, will release on July 7th, 2015. Visit her online at www.
annaleehuber.com.
Author and actor Chris (C.C.) Humphreys has written eight historical novels. The French Executioner
is the tale of the man who killed Anne Boleyn, and was runner up for the CWA Steel Dagger for Thrillers
2002. Its sequel was Blood Ties. Having played the part of Jack Absolute, he stole the character and
has written three books on this ‘007 of the 1770’s’ – Jack Absolute, The Blooding of Jack Absolute and
Absolute Honour. His novel about the real Dracula, Vlad, The Last Confession was a bestseller in Canada
and his novel, He has also written a trilogy for young adults The Runestone Saga. Chris lives on Salt
Spring Island, BC, Canada, with his wife and young son.
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Marci Jefferson writes about historical women who dared to defy powerful men. Her critically acclaimed
debut, Girl On The Golden Coin, tells the story of a seventeenth century beauty who rejected three kings.
Her second novel, Enchantress Of Paris, features a woman who dabbled in magic and captured the Sun
King’s heart, and it will release in August. Marci also contributed to Fall Of Poppies, an anthology about
Armistice Day scheduled to release next year. Marci is a registered nurse. She resides in the Midwest with
her husband and two children in a house ﬁlled with books and toys.
Greg Johnson worked for nine years as a literary agent before starting WordServe Literary Group in
2003. He has represented more than 2,200 books and negotiated more than 1,600 contracts valued at more
than $40 million to over eighty different publishing houses. Before working with authors, Greg wrote 23
non-ﬁction books and more than 200 magazine articles. He worked for ﬁve years as founding editor for
Breakaway magazine, and spent ten years working full time with youth in the Paciﬁc Northwest. Greg is
married to Becky who works closely with him in evaluating authors and their manuscripts. Together they
have six adult children, along with ﬁve grandsons. They make their home in Highlands Ranch, Colorado.
Kathryn Johnson (aka Mary Hart Perry) has authored over 40 published novels, teaches writing
workshops in Washington, DC for The Writer’s Center, and is a popular speaker for the Smithsonian,
Library of Congress, and regional writers’ conferences. She is CEO and founder of a writer’s mentoring
service: www.WriteByYou.com. Nominated for the prestigious Agatha Christy Award, winner of the
Heart of Excellence and Bookseller’s Best Awards, her most recent novels are Victorian thrillers inspired
by the lives of Queen Victoria’s daughters. Kathryn’s new contemporary R/S series, Affairs of State,
launched in 2014.
Sarah Johnson is Book Review Editor for the Historical Novels Review and co-founder of the HNS
North American conferences. A reference librarian and professor at Eastern Illinois University, she is a
regular reviewer for HNR and for Booklist. Sarah’s latest book is Historical Fiction II: A Guide to the
Genre (Libraries Unlimited, 2009). In 2012, she received the American Library Association’s Louis
Shores Award for excellence in book reviewing. On her blog, Reading the Past (www.readingthepast.com), she reviews
historical novels, interviews authors, writes about new releases, and discusses trends in historical ﬁction cover art.
A Minnesota native, Dan Jorgensen grew up in rural South Dakota, where he attended a one-room
country school. He has had a long career as a writer, editor, educator and p.r. specialist. He now
lives in Broomﬁeld, CO. In addition to writing hundreds of news, sports and feature stories, both as a
journalist and in public relations, Dan has authored seven books – including the just-released And The
Wind Whispered – three songs and a one-act play, contributed to two anthologies, and is senior writer
for Broadlands Living magazine. Since 1990 he also has taught journalism and public relations at the
collegiate level.

With more than
200 author events
a year, it's more
than just a
bookstore, it's
an experience.

www.poisonedpen.com
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Chris Kermiet grew up with square, contra, and folk dance. His father ran a summer camp, the
Lighted Lantern, for thirty years (1946-1976) during the time that Chris was growing up. He learned
from all the wonderful callers and teachers there, and became intrigued with learning more about other
dance traditions that inﬂuenced American dance. He learned English Dance from May Gadd, Sibyl
Clark, and Genevieve Shimer. For the past 30 years, as well as teaching and calling traditional dance,
he has created choreographies for a number of performing groups and theater companies. In 2009 he
was honored as a “Living Legend of Dance” by the Carson-Brierly Dance Library at the University of
Denver.
Eliza Knight is an award-wining, USA Today bestselling author of riveting historical ﬁction and
scorching Scottish romance. Her love of history began as a young girl when she traipsed the halls
of Versailles and ran through the ﬁelds in Southern France. She still enjoys traveling and exploring
historical sites today. Eliza lives in Maryland with her own knight, three princesses and one very naughty
puppy.
Cathy Langer is the Lead Buyer for the Tattered Cover Bookstores in Denver, Colorado. She has served
on the Board of the American Booksellers Association and is a past President of the Mountains and Plains
Independent Booksellers Association and The Colorado Center for the Book.
Jamie LaRue is the author of the award-winning book, The New Inquisition, has
been a weekly newspaper columnist for over 25 years, and a former public library
administrator. Today LaRue writes, speaks, and consults on leadership, organizational development,
community engagement, and the future of libraries.
Kevan Lyon is a Literary Agent and partner with Marsal Lyon Literary Agency. She has more than 20
years in the publishing business, including 8 years as a Literary Agent and 17+ years on the wholesale,
retail and distribution side of the business, Kevan brings an informed and unique perspective to her work
with clients. She loves to be surprised by a unique plot or characters and is always looking for a new,
fresh voice or approach. For more information on the agency and their client list, visit their web site at
www.MarsalLyonLiteraryAgency.com, visit their Facebook page, or follow Kevan on Twitter!
Erika Mailman is the author of Woman of Ill Fame, which Diana Gabaldon called, “One of the best
books I’ve read in a long time,” and The Witch’s Trinity, which was a Bram Stoker ﬁnalist and a San
Francisco Chronicle Notable Book. Under the pen name Lynn Carthage, she writes young adult ﬁction,
with Haunted: The Arnaud Legacy as the ﬁrst book in a trilogy. She has an MFA in poetry and through
mediabistro teaches novel writing online. www.erikamailman.com and www.lynncarthage.com.
Kristina Blank Makansi co-founded the award-winning Blank Slate Press in 2010 and recently joined with two
other editors to create Amphorae Publishing Group. Blank Slate Press publishes historical ﬁction, mystery/crime, and
contemporary ﬁction. She is the author, under the pen name of Marie Savage, of Oracles of Delphi, and
co-author, along with her two daughters, of the YA/sci-ﬁ series, The Seeds Trilogy, including The Sowing,
The Reaping, and The Harvest (due out late 2015). She has a BA in Government from the University of
Texas at Austin and an MA in Teaching from the College of New Jersey. She is also a partner in Blank
Slate Communications and offers editing, interior layout, and cover design services to authors and other
small publishers.
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Susan McDufﬁe has been a devotee of historical ﬁction since childhood, when she believed she had been
born in the wrong century. She writes historical mysteries set in 14th century Scotland, during the Celtic
Lordship of the Isles, and has also published Regency short stories. The Muirteach MacPhee Mysteries
include A Mass For The Dead, The Faerie Hills (2011 NMBA “Best Historical Novel”) and The Study Of
Murder (NMBA Finalist 2014). Susan, currently editing Death Of A Falcon, Muirteach’s fourth adventure,
enjoys ﬂamenco classes when she’s not writing. More information can be found at www.SusanMcDufﬁe.net
and Susan’s Facebook page http://www.facebook.com/SusanMcDufﬁeAuthor.
Alison McMahan is an award-winning screenwriter and author. Alice Guy Blaché, Lost Visionary of the
Cinema (Bloomsbury 2002), won two awards, was translated into Spanish, adapted into a play, and is now
being produced as a documentary by a Hollywood production company. McMahan has trudged through the
jungles of Honduras and Cambodia, through the favelas of Brazil and from race tracks to drag strips in the
U.S. in search of footage for her documentaries. She applies the same sense of adventure to her historical
mysteries. The Saffron Crocus, (Black Opal Books, 2014) is her ﬁrst novel. www.TheSaffronCrocus.com
Anna Michels is an Associate Editor at Sourcebooks, an independent publisher located outside of Chicago.
Over the course of her three years at Sourcebooks she has worked on a wide variety of projects, most recently
focusing on acquiring adult ﬁction and memoir. She is looking for commercial literary ﬁction with interesting
settings and a strong narrative voice (such as Burial Rites by Hannah Kent and The Light Between Oceans
by M.L. Stedman); mystery (particularly historical and crossover literary—think Ordinary Grace by William
Kent Krueger), literary thriller, and psychological suspense; and memoir by writers who connect the events of
their lives to readers through incredible storytelling.
Michelle Moran was born in Southern California. After attending Pomona College, she earned a Masters
Degree from the Claremont Graduate University. During her six years as a public high school teacher, Moran
used her summers to travel around the world, and it was her experiences as a volunteer on archaeological
digs that inspired her to write historical ﬁction. She is the internationally bestselling author of the novels
Nefertiti, The Heretic Queen, Cleopatra’s Daughter, Madame Tussaud, and The Second Empress, which have
been translated into more than twenty languages. Visit her online at MichelleMoran.com.
Jan Morrill was born and (mostly) raised in California. Her mother, a Buddhist Japanese American, was an
internee during World War II. Her father, a Southern Baptist redhead of Irish descent, retired from the Air
Force. Jan’s historical ﬁction, The Red Kimono, and other award-winning short stories and memoir essays,
reﬂect growing up in a multicultural, multi-religious, multi-political background. While working on the
sequel to The Red Kimono, Jan enjoys conducting workshops and speaking about writing, as well as the
history of the Japanese American internment. For more information, please visit www.janmorrill.com.

“The California Gold Rush.
Men went for gold.
Women followed for love
and adventure. Lena found
it all, including The
Sound of Her Own Voice.”

NymanLeslie@gmail.com
Blog: https://soundofherownvoice.wordpress.com
www.outskirtpress.com/thesoundofherownvoice

The Loyalist’s Wife (2013)
The Loyalist’s Luck (2014)
The Loyalist Legacy (2016)
Elaine Cougler

Favourably reviewed by HNS online reviews.

When American colonists go to war against Britain, John and Lucy are
caught in the crossfire. He must fight for the King and leave her behind on
their isolated New York farm. The Loyalist’s Wife takes us back to the beginnings of one great country and the planƟng of Loyalist seeds for another.

www.elainecougler.com
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Alison Morton has a masters’ in history and writes Roman-themed alternate history thrillers with strong
heroines. A ‘Roman nut’ since age 11, she has clambered over sites throughout Europe including in the
alma mater, Rome. Inceptio, Perfiditas, and Successio have been honoured with the B.R.A.G. Medallion;
the ﬁrst two were ﬁnalists in Writing Magazine’s 2014 Self-Published Book of the Year Award. Successio
was selected as the HNS indie Editor’s Choice for Autumn 2014, longlisted for the 2015 HNS Indie Award
and selected as Editor’s Choice in The Bookseller’s inaugural Indie Preview. Find out more at www.alisonmorton.com.
Rebecca Henderson Palmer returned to writing novels after pursuing graduate degrees
in science and business. She has managed her own freelance writing company for the biotech industry
for several years now. Rebecca is currently working on a series set during the earliest days of the
Tudor reign and is fascinated by the Battle of Bosworth, religious relics, and medieval medicine. Also
a member of RWA and Central Ohio Fiction Writers, she is proud to be represented by Ellen Geiger
of Frances Goldin Literary Agency. Rebecca lives in Ohio with her daughter. Visit her on her website:
www.rhendersonpalmer.com.
Ann Parker lives in the San Francisco Bay Area, and is a science/corporate writer by day and crime ﬁction writer by night.
Her award-winning, critically acclaimed Silver Rush historical series, featuring saloon-owner Inez Stannert,
is set in 1880s Colorado, primarily in the silver boomtown of Leadville. Books in series order include Silver
Lies, Iron Ties, Leaden Skies, and, most recently, Mercury’s Rise, all published by Poisoned Pen Press. Ann
is co-administrator and blogger at The LadyKillers group blog (http://theladykillers.typepad.com). She can
also be found muddling around on Facebook (https://www.facebook.com/annparker.writer) and Twitter
(http://twitter.com/TheSilverQueen). Website: www.annparker.net.
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Janis Susan May/Janis Patterson is a 7th-generation Texan who writes in mystery, romance, and horror.
Once an actress and a singer, Janis has also been editor-in-chief of two multi-magazine publishing groups
as well as many other things, including an enthusiastic amateur Egyptologist. One of the original founders
of RWA, Janis belongs to several RWA chapters, The Authors Guild, NINC, Sisters In Crime, and MWA,
where she is a board member for the Southwest Region. Janis’ husband even proposed in a moonlit garden
near the Pyramids of Giza. Janis and her husband live in Texas with an assortment of rescued furbabies.
Sharon Kay Penman was born in New York City and now lives in the New Jersey
Pinelands. She has a BA in History from the University of Texas and a JD degree from Rutgers School
of Law. She previously practiced tax and corporate law which she considered penance for her sins.
Sharon has written nine historical novels and four medieval mysteries, one of which was nominated for
an Edgar. She thinks writing historical ﬁction is like a form of time-travel. Her last novel was A King’s
Ransom, the second of two books about Richard I, known to history and Hollywood as Lionheart.
Charlene Porter’s debut historical novel, Boldfaced Lies – Denver, CO, 1925: The wife of a ruthlessly
ambitious Ku Klux Klan leader learns she is one-quarter Negro - reached #3 on The Denver Post Local
Bestsellers list two weeks after publication, and ultimately #1. Her on-going family saga continues with
upcoming World War II companion stories Eeny Meeny Miney Mo - West Point Military Academy... a
sabotaged African American cadet refuses to yield; and If She Hollers - Denver, Colorado… a young
African American woman, an ardent civil rights advocate, is determined to pilot airplanes for the United
States Army.
Jennifer Quinlan, aka Jenny Q, owner of Historical Editorial, is an editor specializing in historical
ﬁction. Armed with a history degree and a copyediting certiﬁcation, an analytical mind, an eye for detail,
and a passion for good books, she is dedicated to improving the quality of self-published novels and to
giving authors an edge in seeking traditional publishing. A member of the Historical Novel Society, the
Editorial Freelancer’s Association, the American Historical Association, and various local and regional
historical organizations, she lives in Virginia with her husband, a Civil War re-enactor and fellow history
buff.

Kate Quinn is a native of southern California. She attended Boston University, where she studied
Classical Voice. A lifelong history buff, she has written four novels in the Empress of Rome Saga, and two
books in the Italian Renaissance. All have been translated into multiple languages. Kate and her husband
now live in Maryland with a small black dog named Caesar, and her interests include opera, action movies,
cooking, and the Boston Red Sox.
Kim Rendfeld was drawn to the days of Charlemagne by a legend but stayed for the
history. Her published novels are The Cross and the Dragon (2012, Fireship Press), about a noblewoman
contending with a jilted suitor and the possibility of her husband falling in battle, and The Ashes of
Heaven’s Pillar (2014, Fireship Press), about a peasant who will go to great lengths to protect her
children – after losing everything else. Rendfeld is working on her third novel, which is about Fastrada,
Charlemagne’s strong-willed, inﬂuential queen when his eldest son tried to stage a coup. Learn more at
kimrendfeld.com.
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Margaret Rodenberg is a founding member of the eight-year-old POW writing group of Arlington,
Virginia. She is also experimenting with online writing groups. Among other awards, her writing has
twice won the San Francisco Writers Conference Best Fiction Prize and was a historical ﬁction ﬁnalist
at the Paciﬁc Northwest Writers Conference. Her short story, Mrs. Morrisette, now under production
as a radio drama, was nominated for a Pushcart award. Her work-in-process takes place in the 1880s
American West. She blogs at www.ﬁndingnapoleon.com, about all things Napoleonic and the process of
writing Finding Napoleon, a novel told from Napoleon Bonaparte’s point of view.
Priscilla Royal was born in Seattle Washington during World War II, grew up in British Columbia during
the Cold War, attended San Francisco State University for a degree in world literature during the Free
Speech Movement, and disappeared into the Great Bureaucracy for the following three decades. As a
millennium present, she retired to commit murder in the English 13th century, a pursuit she has followed
with relentless dedication and, hopefully, increasing creativity. There are eleven books in her Prioress
Eleanor/Brother Thomas series, the latest being Satan’s Lullaby. Her website is www.priscillaroyal.com,
and her ever patient publisher is Poisoned Pen Press.
Donna Russo Morin, author of four multi-award-winning, action-ﬁlled historical novels, earned
two degrees from URI. Her most recent release, The King’s Agent, earned a coveted starred review in
Publishers Weekly. In addition to writing and reviewing for literary journals, Donna works as a model/
actor; her work includes two seasons on Showtime’s Brotherhood and an appearance in Martin Scorsese’s
The Departed. Portrait of a Conspiracy, Donna’s ﬁrst book in Da Vinci’s Disciples--a trilogy of a secret
society of women artists, under the tutelage of the great Leonardo da Vinci, who must navigate the
treacherous life of 15th century Florence while trying to bring their artistry to the world—will release
May 2016. www.donnarussomorin.com.
Award-winning historical novelist Anne Easter Smith’s muse is the recently re-interred King Richard III,
whose life and times she has studied for ﬁfty years, and led to the best-selling A Rose for the Crown as
part of a ﬁve-book contract with Simon & Schuster’s Touchstone books about the York family during the
Wars of the Roses. The King’s Grace won the Romantic Times Best Historical Biography award in 2009,
and Queen By Right was nominated in the same category in 2011. Her sixth book will ﬁnally see Richard
as protagonist. Known for her period detail, she was invited to give a workshop on researching historical
ﬁction at the 2015 San Miguel de Allende Writers Conference and Literary Festival.
Phyllis T. Smith, a longtime HNR reviewer, is a native of Brooklyn, NY. After studies at Brooklyn
College and New York University, she pursued a career in computer applications training but was
irresistibly drawn to writing ﬁction and to the history, literature and art of the ancient world. Her ﬁrst
novel, I Am Livia, about the much maligned wife of Rome’s ﬁrst emperor, was published by Lake Union,
an imprint of Amazon Publishing, in 2014, and reached #1 on Digital Book World’s ebook bestseller list.
Phyllis’s second novel, also set in ancient Rome, is slated for publication in early 2016.
Judith Starkston writes historical ﬁction and mysteries set in Troy and the Hittite Empire. Her novel,
Hand of Fire, tells Briseis’s story, the captive woman who sparked the bitter conﬂict between Achilles
and Agamemnon in the Iliad. Starkston’s current project features Queen Puduhepa of the Hittites. On the
ﬁrst surviving peace treaty in history, Puduhepa pressed her seal beside her foe’s Ramses II, but she didn’t
realize until now that she was a sleuth. You can ﬁnd book reviews and historical background, as well as
ongoing information about the historical ﬁction community on Starkston’s website, www.judithstarkston.
com.
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Pamela Tartaglio served as 2012 President of Women Writing the West and 2013 Chair of its WILLA
Literary Awards, named after Willa Cather. She published contemporary ﬂash ﬁction and has a manuscript
of a novel set in the boomtown of 1890s Cripple Creek, Colorado, which a historian called “the world’s
greatest gold camp.” Pamela loves reading histories of boomtowns and their red-light women. She lives
with her husband near Los Angeles and is a docent at the Pasadena Museum of History and a Toastmaster.
She blogs about the arts, history and places at www.PastAndPresentWithPamela.com.
Sam Thomas teaches history at University School, an independent boys school outside
Cleveland, Ohio, where he lives with his wife and two sons. Before coming to University
School, he served in the Army, and taught at the college and university level for nearly a decade. During
his spare time (i.e. between 5:00 and 7:00 AM), he writes The Midwife Mysteries, a series about a crimesolving midwife in seventeenth century England.

Stephanie Thornton is a writer and history teacher who has been obsessed with infamous women from
ancient history since she was twelve. She is the author of The Secret History, Daughter of the Gods, The
Tiger Queens, and The Conqueror’s Wife, an upcoming novel about the women of Alexander the Great.
She lives with her husband and daughter in Alaska, where she is at work on her next novel. Visit her
website at www.stephanie-thornton.com.
M.K. Tod has enjoyed a passion for historical ﬁction that began as a teenager. After many years in
business, Mary moved to Hong Kong with her husband and to keep busy decided to research the Great
War. What began as an effort to understand her grandparents’ lives blossomed into a fulltime occupation.
Her debut novel Unravelled earned the HNS Indie Editor’s Choice designation. Her second novel, Lies
Told In Silence is set in WWI France and was endorsed by Sharon Kay Penman. Mary blogs about all
aspects of historical ﬁction at www.awriterofhistory.com and has conducted two international reader
surveys. She reviews books for HNS and for the Washington Independent Review of Books.
Emily Clark Victorson is the co-founder and publisher of Allium Press of Chicago. Prior to starting the
press she worked as a librarian, historian, and book designer. Allium Press was founded in 2009 as a small,
independent press to publish literary ﬁction, historical ﬁction, mysteries, thrillers, and young adult ﬁction,
all with a Chicago connection. Recent historical titles include the ﬁfth book in the Emily Cabot Mysteries
series by Frances McNamara, Death at Chinatown; D. M. Pirrone’s Shall We Not Revenge; and J. BardCollins’s Honor Above All.





A Novel of the Civil War
“The characters are likeable,
intelligent, humorous spunky
and passionate….Superb
historical fiction this reviewer
highly recommends.”
~ Viviane Crystal, HNS
Blank Slate Press
ISBN 9780985808662

Author, illustrator, and designer Kris
Waldherr’s many books include Doomed
Queens (Broadway Books), The Lover’s
Path, and The Book of Goddesses (Abrams
Books). The New Yorker praised Doomed
Queens as “utterly satisfying” and
“deliciously perverse.” Her book design
for Doomed Queens won ﬁrst place honors at the New York
Book Show. As a designer, Waldherr has produced everything
from interactive book packages to iPhone apps. Her upcoming
books include A Gathering of Shadows, a novel set in the art
world of late Victorian England. Learn more at KrisWaldherr.
com.
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Heather Webb writes historical novels
for Penguin and HarperCollins, which
have been translated to three languages
and have been featured in the Wall Street
Journal, Cosmopolitan, France Magazine,
Reuters News, and the Hufﬁngton Post,
as well as received national starred reviews. Becoming
Josephine follows the life and times of Josephine Bonaparte
set to the backdrop of the French Revolution, and Rodin’s
Lover chronicles the passionate and tragic story of Camille
Claudel, sculptor, collaborator, and lover to Auguste Rodin.
A Fall Of Poppies, a WWI-based anthology, releases in
2016. Heather is also a freelance editor and contributor to
award-winning writing sites WriterUnboxed.com, Writers
in the Storm, and RomanceUniversity.org.
Meg Wessell is the owner of A Bookish
Affair, an eclectic book blog with a heavy
focus on historical ﬁction. She reads a little
bit of everything but historical ﬁction has a
very special place in her heart as a lifelong
history lover.

Alana White’s passion for the
Italian Renaissance led to her debut
historical mystery novel, The Sign of
the Weeping Virgin, featuring real-life
lawyer Guid’Antonio Vespucci and his
adventurous nephew, Amerigo Vespucci.
Recipient of a *Starred* Kirkus Review for Fiction of
Exceptional Merit and a Library Journal Spring Pick, The
Sign of the Weeping Virgin brings the celebrated art and
artists of 15th-century Florence gloriously to life at the
time of the powerful Medici family. Alana’s book reviews
appear regularly in the Historical Novels Review. She
resides in Nashville, TN, where she is currently writing her
second Guid’Antonio Vespucci mystery novel.
Mark Wiederanders ﬁnished Stevenson’s Treasure, his
novel about the love affair between Robert Louis Stevenson
and American Fanny Osbourne, at residencies awarded
by the Vermont Studio Center and the
Martha’s Vineyard Writers’ Residency. He
has twice been a ﬁnalist in Pirate’s Alley
Faulkner Society novel competitions. His
screenplay, Taming Judith, reached the
ﬁnals of the Academy of Motion Pictures
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Arts & Sciences fellowship contest and was optioned. A psychologist (PhD, University of Colorado), Mark has written
extensively about delinquency and mental health treatment. Living in northern California, he enjoys skiing, golf, travel,
and spending quality time with his wife and family.

Beatriz Williams is the New York Times bestselling author of four historical novels, including Tiny
Little Thing, The Secret Life of Violet Grant and A Hundred Summers, and also writes under the
pseudonym Juliana Gray. An honors graduate of Stanford University, Beatriz went on to earn an MBA in
Finance from Columbia University and dutifully embarked on a career in corporate strategy consulting
before returning to her long-cherished dream of writing historical ﬁction. Beatriz lives with her husband
and four young children near the Connecticut shore, where she divides her time between laptop and
laundry.

Darlene Elizabeth Williams is a historical ﬁction and nonﬁction author, and a developmental/copy
editor and proofreader (Indie Histﬁc Proof), with a special interest in historical ﬁction. She works
with Indie authors and is devoted to assisting authors to publish quality ﬁction. Darlene is an avid
reader, whose love of historical ﬁction spans more than four decades, and a member of the submissions
committee for the 2015 M.M. Bennetts Award. She operates Darlene Elizabeth Williams HF Reviews, a
blog dedicated to promoting historical ﬁction.
Lauren Willig is the New York Times bestselling author of sixteen works of historical ﬁction. Her books
have been translated into over a dozen languages, awarded the RITA, Booksellers Best and Golden Leaf
awards, and chosen for the American Library Association’s annual list of the best genre ﬁction. After
graduating from Yale University, she embarked on a PhD in English History at Harvard before leaving
academia to acquire a JD at Harvard Law while authoring her Pink Carnation series of Napoleonic-set
novels. She lives in New York City, where she now writes full time.
Daniel Willis is the owner of Bygone Era Books, Ltd., a small press based in Denver that is dedicated
solely to historical works, both nonﬁction and ﬁction. He founded this imprint after 15 years as a
nonﬁction writer and 5 years as an historical novelist, during which time he ran the publishing gamut
of traditional, small press, and self-publishing. Daniel’s educational background is in European history
and political science. His ﬁrst career was as a travel agent, followed by a stint as a civil servant. He now
writes and publishes full-time.
Lisa J. Yarde writes historical ﬁction inspired by the Middle Ages in Europe. She is best known for
her six-part series chronicling the last Muslim dynasty to rule southern Spain. She is also the author of
historical novels and short stories set in medieval England and France. Born in Barbados, Lisa lives in
New York City. She is an avid history blogger and reviewer of historical ﬁction. Learn more about Lisa
and her writing at the website www.lisajyarde.com.
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Conference Schedule Of Sessions

Thursday, June 25th
5 pm - 7 pm

Registration

Hotel Lobby

Friday, June 26th

Bookstore Located in Chasm Creek – Open from 2 pm – 7 pm
Exhibitor Room Located in Mesa Verde C - Ground Floor - Open from 2pm - 7 pm
Grand Mesa A
9am—noon
noon – 1:30
1:30—4:30
6 – 10 pm

The Architecture of the Historical Novel
Registration/Lunch (on your own)
Attitude and Altitude of Historical Novel

Historical novels that bring the past to life...

Finalist: HNS 2015 Indie Award
Conference Indie Panellist

A journey through the horrors
of Stalin’s and Hitler’s invasions
of Western Ukraine

A swashbuckling pirate tale
HNS 2015 Conference
Indie Panellist

At Waterloo, a canteen mistress
of Bonaparte’s battalions ﬁghts
to free her daughter

A doomed army, a decimated
regiment, and the intransigence
of an English General

An ancient saga weaves
their destiny – the Wolf Sons
are coming...

An epic historical novel
set in the ﬁrst quarter of
the 20th century

In a war against the
Women’s Land Army…
Can the children win?

In war-torn Europe,
your enemy’s enemy
is not your friend...

HNS 2015 Conference
Indie Panellist

For more details, please visit our website: www.silverwoodbooks.co.uk
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Grand Mesa B/C
Broadsword Workshop

Atrium & Grand Mesa Ballroom

Rapier/Dagger/Smallsword workshop
Conference Kick-off Reception & Dinner
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Saturday, June 27th

Bookstore Located in Chasm Creek – Open from 8 am – 7 pm
Registration 7 am - 12 pm, 1 pm - 4 pm - Summit Room
Exhibitor Room Located in Mesa Verde C - Ground Floor - Open from 5 pm - 7 pm
8—9am

9:15—10:15am

Grand Mesa
Ballroom
7-7:45 am
Meet the Author
Breakfast: Author
Gary Haley

Agents and Editors
I

10:30—11:30am

11:30 – 1 pm

New Paths in
Publishing

Grand Mesa B

Beyond Google:
Using Primary
Sources to Bring
Your American
Characters to Life

Grand Mesa C
Prepping Your
Manuscript before
Submission

Trends in Historical It’s Mysterious
Women’s Fiction
and Historical!
Clues to Writing an
Historical Mystery
Series
The Brass Tacks of Characters in
Self-Publishing
Corsets: How to
Write Fashion into
Your Fiction

(Re)creating the
Past: Historical
Fiction Without the
Famous

Selling Historical
Fiction: The Good,
the Bad, and the
Dangerous
Social Media:
A Help or a
Hindrance?

Finding (and
Keeping) Critique
Partners for Your
Historical Fiction
Midwifery: Magic or
Medicine?

Elizabeth Peters,
Egyptology, and
Historical Fiction
Today

Lunch with Guest
of Honor Karen
Cushman

1:15—2:15pm

2:30—3:30pm

Grand Mesa A

Dancing with the
Darcys--Regency
Dance Workshop

The Art of Book
Cover Design for
Historical Fiction
Art and Artists in
Historical Fiction:
The Special
Challenges of
Writing About
Art and Artists in
Historical Fiction
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Grand Mesa E

WindRiver A, B
WindStar A,B

Bristlecone,
Thunderpass

It’s Been Done
Before But Not
Like This

Mesa Verde C
7—7:45am
Becoming an
Otrageously
Successful Author:
How to Build
Your Audience
of Readers, Even
Before You’re
Published!:

The Gender Divide

Just the facts,
Ma’am (or not?):
Transforming
Biography into
Compelling
Historical Fiction

Shakespeare and
Me: a Novelist
Explores His
Greatest Influence
Agents and Editors
II

10:30—11:15am
What Really
Happens During
a Historical
Romance Cover
Photo Shoot?

Agent and Editor
Pitches

Blue Pencil Cafe

Agent and Editor
Pitches

Blue Pencil Cafe

Atrium
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3:45—4:45pm

Grand Mesa
Ballroom
Dancing with the
Darcys--Regency
Dance Workshop

Grand Mesa A

Grand Mesa B

The Who, Why, and Primary Sources
What Answers to
and “Touch and
Reader Satisfaction Try”: The NextBest Thing to Time
Travel

Grand Mesa C
Making It Relevant
& Making It Real:
Writing Historical
Fiction that Speaks
to 21st Century
Readers

5 pm - 7 pm

6 p.m. – 11 pm

Costume Banquet &
Awards
Special Guest
Speaker Diana
Gabaldon
Sex Scene Readings

Sunday, June 28th
Bookstore Located in Chasm Creek – Open from 8 am – 11 am
Exhibitor Room Located in Mesa Verde C - Ground Floor - Open from 7 am - 11:30 am
7—8am

Grand Mesa
Ballroom
Breakfast

8—9am

9:15—10:15am

10:30—11:30am

Grand Mesa A

Out Loud and
Proud in Front of
a Crowd: Reading
Your Work for an
Audience
Speak the speech, I
Pray You: How Well
Does Your Dialogue
Work?

Pressed for
Time: Writing
and Researching
Historical Fiction
When Life Gets in
the Way
Ye Hielands and Ye Starting a Chapter
Lawlands
of the Historical
Novel Society

Grand Mesa B

Grand Mesa C

The Red Pen
and Historical
Fiction: an Editor’s
Perspective

Writing the West:
Women who Bucked
Tradition

The Past is…
Where?

Writing Historicals
for Children and
Teens

Historical Novel
Game Show Quiz

Damsels to
the Rescue:
Reviving the Male
Protagonist

HNS Conference 2015
Grand Mesa E
Diversity in
Publishing

WindRiver A, B
WindStar A,B

Bristlecone,
Thunderpass

Agent and Editor
Pitches

Mesa Verde C

Atrium

Book Marketing:
Finding and
Connecting with
Your Superfans
Book-Signing

Grand Mesa E

WindStar B

Bristlecone,
Thunderpass
Future HNS
Conference
Meeting
(Thunderpass)

Cold Reads

Agent and Editor
Pitches

Coffee Klatches

Cold Reads

Agent and Editor
Pitches

Coffee Klatches

Cold Reads

Agent and Editor
Pitches

Coffee Klatches

Mesa Verde C
indieBRAG:
Who We Are and
What We Do:
Bob Clouston,
indieBRAG
Book Reviews:
How to Make
Them Work Harder
for You: Kiffer
Brown, Chanticleer
Book Reviews

Atrium
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Description Of Conference Sessions
Friday, June 26, 2015
Optional Pre-Conference Workshops (Additional Fee)

9am—noon
The Architecture of the Historical Novel: Larry Brooks
Historical novels are driven by the same principles of structure and character arc as any other genre, yet set in a
contextual arena with deﬁned parameters. This workshop will model a strong conceptual proposition leading to
a compelling premise within the context of the historical genre, using examples and story development tools.
Broadsword: David Blixt
Broadsword workshop: Learn to ﬁght in the styles of Medieval and early Renaissance Europe. This class will
cover the basics of Broadsword combat including attacks, defenses, close quarters techniques and footwork.
Particular attention will be paid to the storytelling of a ﬁght, the parts of the blade, and the history behind the
blades and their use. Participants will have the opportunity to wield weapons and partner in choreographed
“duels.”

1:30—4:30
Attitude & Altitude of Historical Novel: Larry Brooks
Historical novels are not textbooks, they are microcosms within which a historical context is explored. The
successful historical taps into certain forces and dynamics of ﬁction that transcend the time and place and events
of the intended arena itself. This workshop will help writers raise their novel to a higher level of effectiveness
by looking at the reading experience they are creating, as empowered through tools and approaches that elevate
dramatic power, emotion and meaning.
Rapier/Dagger/Smallsword workshop: David Blixt
Rapier/Dagger and Smallsword workshop: Starting with the broad strokes of the rapier, and traveling on to the
deceptively simple wrist-ﬂicks of the smallsword, David Blixt will lead participants through the basics of rapier/
dagger ﬁghting, then move on to the smallsword, including footwork and drilling exercises. Particular attention
will be paid to the storytelling of a ﬁght, the parts of the blade, and the history behind the blades and their use.
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Contest!
Grand Prize

Saturday, June 27, 2015
Conference Sessions

$1,200 Manuscript Evaluation

8—9am
New Paths in Publishing: Vicki
Berger Erwin, Phyllis Smith,
Kristina Makansi, Daniel Willis

by Barbara Kyle
author of the acclaimed
Thornleigh Saga novels
“Kyle is an expert at her craft.”
— RT Book Reviews

What path to being a published
Contest entry is free.
author is right for you? Learn the
Details at www.BarbaraKyle.com
pros and cons of each possibility:
traditional publishing, small-press,
and self-publishing. You will hear
from a panel made up of a combination representing self-published success stories, traditional publishers, and
small-press publishers. And there will a lot of time devoted to answering your questions.
Beyond Google: Using Primary Sources to Bring Your American Characters to Life: Susan Higginbotham
Whether you’re researching a real-life character or ﬂeshing out an imaginary one, for the writer of Americanset historical ﬁction, there are a wealth of primary sources to call upon, such as census records, city directories,
vital statistics, wills, newspapers, diaries, and correspondence. In this session, we’ll discuss these often
underused records and the various ways to access them--and the surprises they can hold that may send your
story and your characters in an entirely new direction.
Prepping Your Manuscript before Submission: Deni Dietz
• Queries Written Like Tweets Won’t Fly (includes examples of LOL queries)
• Self-Editing
• Do you start a new chapter halfway down the page, and if yes, why?
• Q&A
It’s Been Done Before But Not Like This: Stephanie Dray, Michelle Moran, Leslie Carroll, Vicky Alvear
Shecter
So you want to write another Anne Boleyn book? When planning a commercially viable historical novel, smart
authors study the marketplace and avoid over-saturation. However, as the panelists can demonstrate, three
different authors can write three very different books about the same historical ﬁgure, creating a synergistic
effect of interest in the time period. Learn how to spin your novel about a familiar event or historical ﬁgure into
a fresh new success!
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9:15—10:15am
Agents and Editors I
A panel composed of six of our agent and
editor guests will discuss their take on the
HF market. Plenty of time for questions
from the audience, so come and ask yours.
Trends in Historical Women’s Fiction:
Kevan Lyon, Meg Wessell, Kate Quinn,
Eliza Knight
Historical ﬁction is an evolving genre
and that is nowhere more apparent than
in the realm of historical women’s ﬁction.
Want to learn about the latest trends? Join
a prominent literary agent, a renowned
blogger, and several up and coming
historical ﬁction authors to discuss trends in
covers, eras, tense, and point of view.
It’s Mysterious and Historical! Clues to
Writing an Historical Mystery Series:
Mary F. Burns (moderator), Anna Lee
Huber, Sam Thomas, Lauren Willig,
Lindsey Davis
Mystery stories are ever-popular, and an historical mystery is a double-header with a plunge into the past and
murder, too! The panelists will explore how history and setting form the plots and characters in our mysteries,
challenges of writing a series, and also the fun of placing a mystery in a non-CSI world.
(Re)creating the Past: Historical Fiction Without the Famous: Mary Tod, Jenny Quinlan, Beatriz
Williams
Historical Fiction is well loved for putting readers in the world of the past—and it takes writers a great deal of
work to bring the past alive. What happens when a writer crafts a story that does not have a famous historical
personage at its center? In this panel we’ll explore the challenges of not only re-creating the past, but creating
original characters to populate it as well. In addition to discussing market interest in stories without marquee
names, we’ll also discuss the unique joys of reading historical ﬁction about regular people and the reasons why
writing about daily life and regular people is an important—and engaging—contribution to historical ﬁction.
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The Gender Divide: CW Gortner, Sherry Jones, CC Humphreys, Stephanie Dray, David Blixt
You’ve heard the saying, it’s a man’s world--but is historical ﬁction actually more of a woman’s world?
Bookstore shelves tend to be divided into books about women for women and books meant to appeal strictly to
men. Can this gender divide be conquered? And is it even advisable to try? Enjoy a spirited battle of the sexes
between authors who straddle the gender line or land squarely on one side or the other.

10:30—11:30am
The Brass Tacks of Self-Publishing: Daniel Willis, Helen Hollick, Anna Belfrage, Geri Clouston, Alison
Morton
Considering self-publishing your work? Before you embark on that campaign, you need to know what you’re
getting into. It’s is much more than just writing a story, and posting it on Amazon. This panel, made up of
successful self-published authors, will cover the details of what it takes to make it as a self-pub. Here’s a hint:
it’s a lot like work!
Characters in Corsets: How to Write Fashion into Your Fiction: Kim Aulerich-Mahone
Is it necessary for an author to understand fashion for the time period they are writing? Is historical accuracy
in fashion important? Does a writer’s knowledge and portrayal of fashion impact their credibility? How can a
writer successfully show fashion to develop character, set the tone, indicate time period and “turn up the heat”
without telling? In this workshop we will answer these questions by studying various examples how authors of
historical ﬁction have effectively, and sometimes ineffectively, incorporated historic fashion into their writing.
Elizabeth Peters, Egyptology, and Historical Fiction Today: Libbie Hawker, Bill Cherf, Janis Susan May
Patterson
For the ﬁrst half of our discussion, we will share information about the author Barbara Mertz (aka Elizabeth
Peters), the ﬁeld of Egyptology (and Mertz’s role in the ﬁeld), and how the work of Barbara Mertz/Elizabeth
Peters continues to inﬂuence contemporary writers of historical ﬁction.
Bill Cherf explains who Barbara Mertz was, sharing her education and dissertation subject, and her two popular
histories. Bill explains how Mertz’s approach to Egyptology was unique and refreshing. Janis Susan Patterson
discusses how Barbara Mertz “became” Elizabeth Peters, the pen name beloved by historical ﬁction and
mystery readers around the world. How did this author leverage her considerable experience in Egyptology to
become one of the best-known names in her secondary ﬁeld, that of the novelist? Libbie Hawker shares how
the inﬂuence of Mertz/Peters still impacts ancient Egyptian and archaeological ﬁction today—how this author
paved the way for two ﬂourishing subgenres that have consistently enthralled readers from the publication of
Elizabeth Peters’ ﬁrst novel through 2015 (and beyond!)
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Just the facts, Ma’am (or not?): Transforming Biography into Compelling Historical Fiction: Irene
Goodman, Maryka Biaggio, Leslie Carroll, Margaret George, Diane Haeger
Novels that feature historical ﬁgures as protagonists are staples of our genre, from tomes and trilogies about
famous monarchs to stories about celebrated artists and their scintillating muses to tales of local heroes (or
villains). But how do you distill a wealth of biographical information on your subject into an exciting 400-page
novel, without the story reading like a work of nonﬁction? The panelists will discuss their own experiences (and
share research and writing tips) on:
• Tackling too much of a good thing: when you have an overwhelming amount of biographical detail to distill:
what do you use and what do you jettison or ignore?
• Making a little go a long way: when there’s only a minimal amount of information available on your
protagonist.
• He said/she said: What to do when your research sources conﬂict with each other.
• Interviewing eyewitnesses to history: primary sources who knew your subject personally.
• Skirting the law: avoiding potential legal issues when your protagonist is a more “contemporary” subject with
surviving children or other descendants who might take issue with your ﬁctional interpretations.
• Biography v. Fiction: Objective reality versus emotional truth.

1:15—2:15pm
Selling Historical Fiction: The Good, the Bad, and the Dangerous: C.W. Gortner, Heather Webb, Donna
Russo Morin
Selling historical ﬁction is tough. To succeed, writers must know the business of publishing to maximize their
opportunities and avoid misconceptions. In Selling Historical Fiction: The Good, the Bad and the Dangerous,
three experienced authors will share insights about the secrets of the business through topics that include dealing
with challenging subject matter; potential pitfalls no one tells you about; the differences between marketing and
publicity; and ﬁlm and foreign rights.
The Art of Book Cover Design for Historical Fiction: Sarah Johnson, Jennifer Quinlan, Kris Waldherr,
Emily Victorson, Anna Michels
A panel made up of two book cover designers, a publisher, and a book reviewer will discuss various aspects of
“The Art of Book Cover Design for Historical Fiction.” Topics to be covered will include:
• Trends in historical ﬁction book covers
• Elements of a quality book cover design
• How a book cover designer creates a design
• Historical anachronisms found in covers
• How authors can work with their publisher’s creative staff
• How self-published authors can ﬁnd affordable, quality images to use on their covers
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The discussion will be accompanied by a slideshow of examples illustrating the above topics.
Finding (and Keeping) Critique Partners for Your Historical Fiction: Margaret Rodenberg, Lorelei
Brush, Julianne Douglas
Most writers want feedback on their works-in-process, but where do you ﬁnd those alpha and beta readers who
can push your writing to the next level? What is and what is not unique about critique for Historical Fiction
writers? And how do you keep a writing group active year after year? This panel will explore the beneﬁts of
writing groups, how to ﬁnd critique partners, and ways to structure a successful critique meeting. We’ll discuss
group versus individual, free versus paid, and toxic versus useful criticism. Last, we’ll provide a tool to connect
attendees with others in the room to form their own critique groups.
Shakespeare and Me: A novelist explores his greatest inﬂuence: C. C. Humphreys
Join author and actor C. C. Humphreys as he takes his time machine to London 1600 AD. Enjoy a sensory tour
of the city and a trip to the Globe Playhouse while exploring how research is both the anchor to our writing and
the springboard to our imagination.

Award Winning
Romantic fiction
The White Queen of Middleham
Anne Neville, wife of Richard III
For Anne Neville, a timid and delicate child, ignored by her mother, patronised by her elder sister
and bullied by her formidable father Warwick the Kingmaker, her childhood friend Richard
Plantagenet becomes a source of strength throughout her life.
As she moves abruptly from castle to castle and from England to France, with Warwick’s
changing fortunes in the turbulent Wars of the Roses, Anne is a pawn in a dangerous games of
political intrigue that she struggles to understand.
The third son of the ambitious Duke of York, later King Richard III, is a hero in the eyes of
the shy and bewildered Anne, and the key to her understanding of the great events happening
around her. Their love, almost wrecked by the feud of York and Lancaster, culminates in great
happiness and the last Plantagenet reign in England.
The White Queen of Middleham, winner of a Georgette Heyer Award, is the first book in the
Sprigs of Broom series, following the lives of Yorkist Plantagenet offspring including the Princes in
the Tower and Perkin Warbeck.
Soon to be released - number 2 in the series

Sons of York
Mereo Books part of Memoirs Publishing
1A The Wool Market, Dyer Street, Cirencester, Gloucestershire, GL7 2PR, UK | Tel. +44 (0) 1285 640485 | Mob: +44 (0) 7970 905187 | Fax. +44 (0) 1285 640487
Email: info@mereobooks.com | Read all about us at www.mereobooks.com | See more about books and book writing on our blog www.mereobooks.wordpress.com
Follow us on www.twitter.com/MereoBooks | Join us on www.facebook.com/MereoBooks
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2:30—3:30pm
Dancing with the Darcys--Regency Dance Workshop
Local Coloradan Chris Kermiet, from a family that includes famed folk singer Jean Ritchie, has been dancing
since he could walk. He’s been calling for thirty-ﬁve years, everything from Appalachian big circle dances
to Celtic ceilidhs. Bring your dancing shoes--but no partner needed--for this two-hour session that will trace
English dance traditions from the middle of the eighteenth century, through the regency to the middle of the
nineteenth with a practical feet-on experience.
Social Media: A Help or a Hindrance? Ann Parker, Jan Morrill, Priscilla Royal
Join authors Ann Parker, Priscilla Royal and Jan Morrill for an informative discussion on using social media
to promote your book, including how to keep it from getting in the way of what you really want to be doing—
writing that next book! Topics will include:
• Blogging:
o Do you need a blog?
o Group blogging
o Blog tours
• Which social media outlets have been the most effective?
• Promote to readers, not to other writers
Bring your questions and join in the discussion!
Art and Artists in Historical Fiction: The special challenges of writing about art and artists in HF:
Stephanie Renée dos Santos, Stephanie Cowell, Alana White, Donna Russo Morin, Mary F. Burns
In this hour-long talk we’ll highlight and share the special challenges we’ve encounter when writing about and/
or incorporating art and artists into historical novels. For, in the world of art and artists, characters see, act, and
think differently than “everyday” people. How does one begin to look through the artist’s eyes and from the soul
of the creative? Each art medium has its own unique processes. How much of it to reveal? These are just a few
examples of the speciﬁcs we’ll be exploring,
while elucidating our points with direct quotes
New from the author of
from our various art tie-in historical novels.

The Beautiful American

JEANNE MACKIN

A LADY OF
GOOD FAMILY
ON SALE NOW
jeannemackin.com

Midwifery: Magic or Medicine? Sam
Thomas, Lisa Yarde, Kim Rendfeld, Judith
Starkston, Diana Gabaldon
Whatever era, midwives have held a special
place in society, at the intersection of medicine,
magic, and religion. Midwives make particularly
rich and nuanced characters in historical ﬁction,
given their special status over the physical wellbeing of women and the magical and spiritual
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realms. The panelists will discuss the practice of midwifery as a reﬂection of individual societies during the
ancient world, the early and late medieval periods, and the mid-seventeenth century. Exploring midwifery as a
historical novelist also reveals the challenges and strategies of mining research sources from varying periods.
Agents and Editors II
A panel composed of six of our agent and editor guests will discuss their take on the HF market. Plenty of time
for questions from the audience, so come and ask yours.

3:45—4:45pm
Dancing with the Darcys--Regency Dance Workshop
Local Coloradan Chris Kermiet, from a family that includes famed folk singer Jean Ritchie, has been dancing
since he could walk. He’s been calling for thirty-ﬁve years, everything from Appalachian big circle dances
to Celtic ceilidhs. Bring your dancing shoes--but no partner needed--for this two-hour session that will trace
English dance traditions from the middle of the eighteenth century, through the regency to the middle of the
nineteenth with a practical feet-on experience.
The Who, Why, and What Answers to Reader Satisfaction: Darlene Elizabeth Williams, Stephanie Moore
Hopkins, Erin Davies, Amy Phillips Bruno
Generation Y historical ﬁction readers are following in the footsteps of Baby Boomer fans, with the additional
boon that they are receptive to emerging subgenres of historical ﬁction. This “outside-the-box” view is resulting
in an increased appetite for historical ﬁction. “Traditional” historical ﬁction will always be the backbone of
the genre, but authors also now have an audience and the freedom to write gender-blending historical ﬁction.
Readers are saying they like print books and are willing to pay a higher price tag.
Primary Sources and “Touch and Try”: The Next-Best Thing to Time Travel: Jennifer Delamere, Jessica
Brockmole, Anna Lee Huber, Heather Webb
This workshop covers practical methods for acquiring the speciﬁc, detailed information you need to immerse
yourself—and ultimately your reader—in the time and place of your novel. Includes ways to locate primary
sources (newspapers, diaries, letters, maps, etc.) and how to mine them for description and dialogue and even
plot generation. Next, “touch and try” engages all the senses through personal interaction: working with the
tools, wearing the clothing, making authentic recipes, etc. This is great for all eras, especially those for which
written resources are not available. We’ll describe ways anyone can do this, no matter where they live.
Making It Relevant & Making It Real: Writing historical ﬁction that speaks to 21st century readers:
C.W. Gortner, Margaret George, Patricia Bracewell, Gillian Bagwell
How do authors invent believable stories, faithfully portraying the lives and events of an earlier time and place,
while at the same time reﬂecting the concerns and interests of today? Three authors whose novels range from
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Bronze Age Greece to the Early 20th Century will address the important issue of making a historical novel
relevant to modern readers. They will discuss the role that historical ﬁction plays in our culture, and how
authors can recreate stories from the past that speak to readers today – stories that appeal to agents, editors and
readers.
Diversity in Publishing: Charlene Porter (moderator), Jamie La Rue, Cathy Langer, Angelique AcevedoBarron, Greg Johnson
Although the diversity of genres, writers, outlets, and readers is evolving, there is still a canyon between what
publishers are acquiring and the range and variety of voices being overlooked.
• Publishers’ Weekly panel from October 21, 2014 warns, “Lack of Diversity Threatens Publishing.”
• Book Expo event director Steven Rosato, stated, “Clearly, there is a gap between the industry and what’s
representative of the country.”
• Pulitzer Prize-winning author Junot Diaz told the Associated Press, “You only need to look at the abysmally
low number of books by people of color to (see) that the problem is deeper than Book Expo.”
• The Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development (superintendents, principals, teachers,
professors, and advocates) declares, “As diversity grows, so must we.”
Hear from and ask questions of Industry leaders and related professionals who are on the forefront of
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developing a more diverse publishing universe.

Sunday, June 28, 2015
7—8am
Future HNS Conference Meeting
Want to get involved in future HNS Conferences? Want to give us your suggestions and volunteer to make us
grow and prosper? Discuss and share your skills and vision for the future.

8—9am
Out Loud and Proud in Front of a Crowd: Reading Your Work for an Audience: Leslie Carroll
A poor reading during a presentation can change a potential reader’s mind about buying the author’s book. Why
risk self-sabotage? There’s no reason your reading shouldn’t be as thrilling, and as emotionally charged, as your
writing! Reading aloud is an art unto itself, which requires a unique set of performance skills. This workshop
will teach participants how to beat their stage fright and learn how to transform their written words into an
exciting public performance.
Note to participants: please bring a couple of pages (even 1 page is ok) of your writing. It can be from one of
your published manuscripts, or printed page(s) of a work in progress to read aloud in front of the group, so that
your reading can be constructively critiqued and you can learn the techniques to improve it, when necessary.
The Red Pen and Historical Fiction: an Editor’s Perspective: Darlene Williams, Jennifer Quinlan
Editing one’s work is daunting in itself, but writers of historical ﬁction face a whole other set of challenges!
In this panel, we’ll focus on the nuances particular to editing historical ﬁction including writing historical
ﬁgures for readers with modern viewpoints, working with historical language and dialogue, the art of not letting
historical detail get in the way of telling the story, those pesky anachronisms, and the dos and don’ts of using
historical ﬁgures in ﬁction. We’ll also discuss working with a professional editor and cover such topics as
choosing an editor, the author/editor relationship, and how to handle feedback.
Writing the West: Women who Bucked Tradition: Pamela Tartaglio (moderator), Dan Jorgensen, Erika
Mailman, Mark Wiederanders
Many of the women who shocked 1800s America found a welcoming home in the West, some embracing
“men’s” jobs, from the famous reporter Nellie Bly to the infamous frontier woman Calamity Jane, and others
working in women’s oldest profession. Women of the West deﬁed simple stereotypes: Mrs. Robert Louis
Stevenson could ride and shoot something ﬁerce but studied art in France. Gold Rush prostitutes, boomtowns,
cattle towns and male gamblers will be discussed. Four authors will offer advice on research methods to create
complex, memorable characters and develop story ideas.
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Cold Reads
Bring three copies of the ﬁrst two pages of your work in progress for a chance to have it read aloud
anonymously for comments. Would the panel composed of two of our agents or editors pursue the project or
send a rejection and why?

9:15—10:15am
Speak the speech, I Pray You: How Well Does Your Dialogue Work? Gillian Bagwell, Leslie Carroll, CC
Humphreys
What characters say is vitally important to the ﬂavor and quality of a novel, but many writers struggle to write
dialogue. Hearing characters’ words spoken aloud rather than reading them on the page vividly illustrates the
many vital functions dialogue serves, and helps writers evaluate whether their dialogue successfully:
• Brings their characters to life
• Moves the story along
• Is believable as speech
• Gives the ﬂavor of the period without being distracting
• Has the intended emotional effect
The actors will read previously submitted scenes from a selected number of participants. Actors and participants
will discuss the effectiveness of the dialogue, techniques for writing effective dialogue, and how writers can put
what they’ve learned to work as they write.
Pressed for Time: Writing and Researching Historical Fiction When Life Gets in the Way: Stephanie
Cowell, Sam Thomas, Lauren Willig, Stephanie Thornton, Heather Webb
It’s a fact that very few writers can live on the proceeds of their novels. This panel discusses different strategies
and approaches to keeping the writing and research process going when time is limited because of real-life
obligations.
The Past is…Where? Mark Beaulieu, Delaney Green
Writers of historical novels must do research, and one tool in our arsenal should be maps. Delaney Green will
show how maps lend the ring of truth to ﬁction, especially for readers who may know as much about the period
as the writer. Green shares period maps of London she used to write Jem, a Girl of London, set in the 18th
century. Mark Richard Beaulieu shows how 12th century Roman marching, Mediterranean sailing, and City
maps, which underlie his six-novel series on the life of Eleanor of Aquitaine, help readers understand the world
as his characters do.
Writing Historicals for Children and Teens: Karen Cushman, Erika Mailman (Lynn Carthage), Alison
McMahan (moderator)
YA historicals have always been with us: “The Midwife’s Apprentice” by Karen Cushman, “The Book Thief”
by Marcus Zusak and “Code Name Verity” by Elizabeth Wein. This panel will address the challenges and
rewards of writing for children and teens. How accurate does the history have to be? How do you write in a way
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that appeals to teens but stays true to your historical period? How do you handle differences between then and
now, such as how marriages were arranged or how children in the past interacted with adults? Finally, what’s
the best way to get your historical children’s novel published?

10:30—11:30am
Ye Hielands and Ye Lawlands: Susan McDufﬁe, Jody Allen, Diana Gabaldon
Scotland is a favorite setting for historical novels. Although myth speaks of an Egyptian princess, Scota, who
gave her name to the country, Scotland’s true history is far more complex. Best-selling author Diana Gabaldon,
researcher Jody Allen, and historical mystery author Susan McDufﬁe explore the Highlands, Lowlands, and
Borders, comparing, contrasting and highlighting these regions and their unique histories, languages, cultures,
and contributions to Scottish identity. A must for those writing about Scotland and lovers of Scottish historical
ﬁction, “Ye Hielands and Ye Lawlands” brings this fascinating land to life. A wee treat will be provided.
Starting a Chapter of the Historical Novel Society: Marci Jefferson, Anna Lee Huber, Rebecca Palmer
Want to start a branch of the Historical Novel Society but don’t know where to start? Three authors share how
they started the Great Lakes Chapter, one of the largest regions within North America’s HNS with about ninety
members. Learn how these leaders organized it, how they plan successful events, how they help each other, and
how much fun it can be to start your own!
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Quiz
Think you know Historical Fiction? Come pit your
savvy against other attendees as Guest of Honor Chris
Humphreys emcees a quiz show devilishly designed by
Jon Watt, editor of Heron Books in the UK.
Damsels to the Rescue: Reviving the Male
Protagonist: David Blixt (Moderator) Margaret
George, Sharon Kay Penman, Anne Easter Smith
Margaret George, Sharon Kay Penman, and Anne
Easter Smith discuss why they have chosen to turn the
spotlight back onto male protagonists, so popular in
earlier historical ﬁction. Recently, our genre has been
female dominated: females writing about females.
Do publishers consider women writing about men
in history less compelling? Why has Anne Boleyn’s
life trumped Henry VIII’s, Elizabeth Woodville’s
her charismatic husband Edward IV’s, or Zelda’s the
passionate F. Scott Fitzgerald’s? These men made
history; they deserve the spotlight, too. We believe
that character is key, not gender. Sharon has traveled
along Richard the Lionheart’s crusade recently with
Lionheart and A King’s Ransom; Margaret is exploring
the extraordinary saga of Nero for her next opus; and
Anne is ﬁnally tackling her muse Richard III’s story
head on.

Exhibitor Sessions - Mesa Verde C –
Ground Floor
Saturday, June 27th
7:00am – 7:45am
Becoming An Outrageously Successful Author:
How to Build Your Audience of Readers, Even
Before You’re Published!-Presenter: Shari Stauch,
WhereWritersWin
Building a successful social networking platform to
create a ready-made audience for your book is key in
today’s publishing arena, whether self or traditionally
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published. Learn how to make sure as an author that the conversation about you and your book is in your
control. Learn the best blogging platforms and tips for drilling down to your audience as well as ﬁve (5) key
ingredients for a successful writer website.

10:30am – 11:15am
What Really Happens During a Historical Romance Cover Photo Shoot? - Presenter: Kim Killion, Killion
Group, Inc.
Is it all about sexy Barry White music and romantic candles? Are those models really naked? What is the Set
like? What about costumes? How long does a photoshoot last? How much does a photoshoot cost? Have you
ever wondered? You know you have! There will be a one or two lucky attendees picked to pose (in costumes)
with the male model.

3:45pm – 4:30pm
Book Marketing: Finding and Connecting with your Superfans -Presenter: Bill Van Orsdel, Book Fuel
Most authors are responsible for leading the effort when it comes to book marketing, and every author wants
marketing advice they can use. In this session you’ll learn about the customers the publishing industry secretly
calls Super Readers, and how to recruit a group of Superfans within your genre’s Super Readers. Superfans will
buy every book you write, and you’ll be surprised at how few you need to make writing a full-time, ﬁnancially
rewarding occupation.

Sunday, June 28th
7:00am – 7:45am
indieBRAG – Who We Are and What We Do - Presenter: Bob Clouston, indieBRAG
indieBRAG, LLC is an Internet-based, quality standards certiﬁcation service for the self-published book
industry. The Company’s mission is to discover talented self-published authors whose work is as good as the
best of traditionally published books and give them the recognition they deserve. Find out what they do, how
they do it as well as future plans to signiﬁcantly increase their web offering to indie authors and the general
reading public.

8:00am – 8:45am
Book Reviews - How to Make Them Work Harder For You - Presenter: Kiffer Brown, Chanticleer Book
Reviews
Did you know there are four (4) main types of book reviews? Come to this session to ﬁnd out what they are and
why you need all of them! You will also learn more about the beneﬁts of and how to leverage book reviews.
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Board of Directors
Chair

Ann Chamberlin
Ann is the author of twenty historical books. Her trilogy set in the 16th-century Ottoman
Empire was on the bestsellers list in Turkey for six months. Her nonﬁction title A History
Of Women’s Seclusion In The Middle East is used in college courses. Her current project,
a trilogy set in the early days of Islam, will conclude March 2014 with the release of The
Sword And The Well. She is the author of many plays, including Jihad which won the best
new play of the year from The Off-Off Broadway Review.

Treasurer

Maryka Biaggio
Maryka Biaggio, Ph.D., a professor of psychology for 30 years, undertook writing ﬁction
as a serious pursuit around 2000. She improved her craft by completing three novels before
writing Parlor Games, which was published by Doubleday in 2013. Now she splits her time
between writing and working as a higher education consultant. Excerpts of her novels have
garnered Willamette Writers and Belle Lettres awards. She specializes in writing historical
ﬁction about real people.

Secretary & Editor/Agent Coordinator
Rescuing Chicago
from Capone
…one book at a time

ALLIUM PRESS
OF CHICAGO
www.alliumpress.com

Susie Pruett

Susie retired from the legal
profession to spend full time
writing. She writes historical
ﬁction with two historical
manuscripts in the works at
present. One set in set in New York
and Britain during the early 20th century and one set
in Victorian England.
Program Director
Meenoo Mishra
Meenoo currently edits the
South Asian Arts and Literature
Journal, Jaggery. She is the
former editor of the Historical
Novel Society newsletter.
Meenoo is also a public health
professional and communicator
– expertise that has led to a particular interest in
historical medical ﬁction. As busy as she is, she also
manages to ﬁnd time to design Indian and global
inspired jewelry for her own line, Minou Bazaar.
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Marketing & Webmaster
Theresa Guzman Stokes

Theresa is president of 1696 Heritage Group, a heritage/cultural interpretation and
historical research consultancy. Her professional background includes magazine editor and
published writer with a focus on ethnic American history. Ms. Stokes current project is a
manuscript set in Civil War era Richmond, Virginia, part of a family saga trilogy. When she
isn’t writing, Theresa designs jewelry inspired by her historical and ethnic research for her
line, Soni by Design.

Venue Director & Bookseller Liaison
Daniel Willis

Daniel is owner of Bygone Era Books, Ltd. a publishing company dedicated to bringing
quality books to print in the categories of history, biography, and genealogy, Daniel
A. Willis is a writer of all things historical, including genealogy, historical ﬁction and
alternate history. Willis is the author of Immortal Betrayal and Immortal Duplicity, the ﬁrst
two novels of an historical ﬁction trilogy.

Registration Coordinator
Jane Steen

Jane Steen was born in England and has lived in three countries, but still manages to hang
on to the English accent. She currently resides in the Chicago suburbs with her family,
but visits the UK as often as possible. Jane is a self-published author of historical ﬁction,
starting with The House of Closed Doors, the ﬁrst in a series. She’s also a runner, a knitter
and designer of lace shawls, and full-time executive assistant to a cognitively disabled
daughter.
Non-Board Coordinator Positions
Volunteer Coordinator: Judy Ridgley
Sponsorship Coordinator: Bretta Beveridge
Blue Pencil Café
Coordinator: Stephanie Landsem
Tote Bags Coordinator: Anna Castle
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Authors at Book Signing
A

Vicky Alvear Shecter
Laura Andersen
Dan Armstrong

B

Gillian Bagwell
Donna Baier-Stein
Sue Ballard
J. Bard-Collins
Mark Beaulieu
Anna Belfrage
Maryka Biaggio
Bridget Geegan Blanton
David Blixt
Jennifer Bort Yacovissi
Patricia Bracewell
Jessica Brockmole
J. Nell Brown
Mary F. Burns

C

John M. Cahill
Amanda Carmack
Amalia Carosella
Stephanie Carroll
Lynn Carthage
Anna Castle
Ann Chamberlin
W. J. Cherf
Anne Cleeland
John Cochran
Stephanie Cowell
Bryan Crockett
Sean Curley
Jay W. Curry
Karen Cushman

D

Lindsey Davis
Madeleine De Jean
Richard DeVoe
Stephanie Dray

E

Anne Easter Smith
Ida Rae Egli
Kathy Lynn Emerson
Christine Emmert

F

Clare Flynn
C. J. Fosdick

G

Diana Gabaldon
Margaret George
Anne Girard
C. W. Gortner
Delaney Green
Juliet Grey

H

Diane Haeger
Gary Haley
Rebecca Hazell
J. Tullos Hennig
Susan Higginbotham
Helen Hollick
Patricia Hopper
Richard Hoskin
Anna Lee Huber
C. C. Humphreys

Jack Woodville London
Kerry Lynne

Donna Russo Morin

M

Ozgur K. Sahin
Hana Samek Norton
Marie Savage
Diane Scott Lewis
Ron Singerton
Jesse Sisken
Phyllis Smith
Rick Spilman
Judith Starkston
George Steger
Jane Steen
Eileen Stephenson
Victoria Sutton

Bruce Macbain
Tom Macy
Elizabeth Kerri Mahon
Susan McDufﬁe
Alison McMahan
Frances McNamara
Cynthia Ripley Miller
Pamela Mingle
Kevin Montgomery
Jan Morrill

N

Charlene Newcomb

O

J. L. Oakley
Cuyler Overholt

P

Marci Jefferson
David Jessup
Dan Jorgensen

Ann Parker
G. K. Parker
Janis Patterson
Marschel Paul
Veronika Pelka
Sharon Kay Penman
Sophie Perinot
Wendy Perriman
Lucy Pick
D. M. Pirrone
Donald Michael Platt

K

Q

J

Martha Kennedy
Bharti Kirchner
E. Knight

L

Sheila R. Lamb
Lucia Olivia Lampe
Stephanie Landsem
Stephanie Lehmann
Deborah Lincoln

S

Kate Quinn

R

Frederick Ramsay
Kim Rendfeld
Tom Reppert
Jeff Richards
J. F. Ridgley
Shauna Roberts
Priscilla Royal

T

Kevin Taylor
Sam Thomas
T. K. Thorne
Stephanie Thornton
Edwin M. Todd
Rosalie Turner

U

V. E. Ulett

V

R. M. Vassari

W

A. E. Wasserman
Barry Webb
Heather Webb
Tim Weed
Alana White
Mark Wiederanders
Steve Wiegenstein
Beatriz Williams
Lauren Willig
Daniel A. Willis
Gwendolyn Womack

Y

Lisa Yarde
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Riva Feshbach
Offering comprehensive research
services to authors
Experienced Chicago-based researcher with access,
in-person and online, to the finest libraries and historical
collections available.
To inquire about areas of specialization, rates and
credentials, please contact me at
historybridgeresearch@gmail.com
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Attendees
A

Michelle Breuer Vitt
Jennifer Briongos
Angelique Acevedo-Barron Jessica Brockmole
Doug Adcock
Larry Brooks
Susan Adler
Kyle Brower
Alison Alexander
Brien Brown
Jody Allen
Jeanelle Brown
Stephanie West Allen
Kathryn (Kiffer) Brown
Vicky Alvear Shecter
Pat Brown
Laura Andersen
Patricia Brown
John Andrews
Terry Brown
Vincent Antico
Renae Bruce
Natalia Aponte
Amy Bruno
Dan Armstrong
Lorelei Brush
Jeannine Atkins
Nichole Burgdorf
Alison Atlee
Maritha Burmeister
Marilee Aufdenkamp
Deborah Burns
Kim Aulerich-Mahone
Elizabeth Burns
Mary Burns
B
Brita Butler-Wall
Gillian Bagwell
C
Donna Baier-Stein
Sue Ballard
John M. Cahill
Q Lindsey Barrett
Carrie Callaghan
Katie Barwick-Snell
Marcia Calvin
Cryssa Bazos
Heather Campbell
Mark Richard Beaulieu
Nicholas Campbell
Anna Belfrage
Elizabeth Carden
Johan Belfrage
Leslie Carroll
Elizabeth Bernard
Stephanie Carroll
M. G. Bertulfo
Anna Castle
Blaine Beveridge
Christopher Cevasco
Bretta Beveridge
Ann Chamberlin
Maryka Biaggio
MIchael Chatlien
Nancy Bilyeau
W. J. Cherf
Gary Bishop
Cassi Clark
Mary Blackwood
Anne Cleeland
Bridget Blanton
Deb Cleveland
David Blixt
Geraldine Clouston
Diane Bonavist
Robert Clouston
Debra Borchert
Bill Coates
Rhonda Borders
Roni Coates
Kathy Borrus
John Cochran
Jennifer Bort Yacovissi
James E Collins
Kari Bovee
Joan B Collins
Patricia Bracewell
Yvonne Conde
Sandra Bremser

Andrea Connell
Shirley Connelly
Margaret Cook
Ronda Cook
Marcia Corey
Tracy Corwin
Elaine Cougler
Susan Coventry
Stephanie Cowell
Bryan Crockett
Karen Cunningham
Sean Curley
Jesse Curry
Karen Cushman
Christopher Czajka
Ken Czech

D
Linda Dahlen
Kay Daly
Liz Davidson
Lindsey Davis
Madeleine De Jean
Richard DeVoe
Denise [Deni] Dietz
Denise DiFulco
Amalia Dillin
Jay Dixon
Stephanie Renee Dos
Santos
Angela Douglas
Julianne Douglas
Caroline Dow
Stephanie Dray

E
Ida Egli
Monica Emerich
Kathy Emerson
Christine Emmert
James Erwin
Vicki Erwin
Donna Essner
Jason Evans
Jill Evans
Mark Evans

F
Sandra Falcon
Bri Felmlee
Holly Felmlee
Charles Fergus
Sue Fischer
Colleen Fliedner
Teresa Floreano Goertz
Clare Flynn
Rose Fortune
Cj Fosdick
Eric Fosdick
Ann Friedman
Sandy Frykholm
Vern Frykholm
Jeannie Furlong

G
Diana Gabaldon
Scott Gilman
Cathleen Glenn
Brigitte Goldstein
Irene Goodman
Alice Gordon
Christopher Gortner
Marc Graham
Libbie Grant
Rex Grifﬁn
Gini Grossenbacher
Earl Gunia
Jan Gunia
Theresa Guzman Stokes

H
Jody Hadlock
Diane Haeger
Gary Haley
Randall Ham
Kristen Hannum
Jennifer Harrington
Clarissa Harwood
Michael Harwood
Shannon Hassan
Krista Hatch
Robert E Hayes
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Mark Hazell
Rebecca Hazell
Bert Helﬁnstein
Cathy Helms
Kay Henden
Rebecca Henderson
Palmer
Jeanine Hennig
Renee Hermiz
Catherine Heywood
Gretchen Hibbard
Scott Hibbard
Susan Higginbotham
Deborah Hilcove
Martha Hoffman
Janet Holland
Helen Hollick
Cheryl Honigford
Stephanie Hopkins
Patricia Hopper (Patteson)
Richard Hoskin
Juliet Hubbell
Anna Lee Huber
Sheila Huber
Patricia Hudson
Ruth Hull Chatlien
Chris Humphreys
Valerae Hurley
Sandra Hurt

I
Eileen Iciek
Ashleigh Inglesby
Michelle Inglesby

J
Jennifer Jakes
Carl James-Cordean
Marci Jefferson
Larry Jennings
Katie Jeppson
David Jessup
Beverly Johnson
Gary Johnson
Greg Johnson
Kalen Johnson

Sarah Johnson
Donna Jones
Williamaye Jones
Daniel Jorgensen
Faith Justice

K
Margaret Kaufman
Paul Kaufman
Martha Kennedy
Kimberly Killion
Bharti Kirchner
Joanne Kuhns

L
Sheila Lamb
Margaret Lampe
Mary Lampe
Stephanie Landsem
Cathy Langer
David Langum
Sally Large
Jamie LaRue
Gayle Lauradunn
Judith Lavezzi
Stephanie Lehmann
Melissa Lenhardt
Jenny Leo
Celesta Letchworth
Tom Letchworth
Laura Lewandowski
Kenneth Lewis
Venetia Lewis
Cheryl Lezak
Karen Limbrick
Deborah Lincoln
Ginny Lindzey
M. Louisa Locke
Jack London
Kathryn Lucchese
Bill Lynch
Kevan Lyon

M
Bruce Macbain

Carol Macbain
Karen Macdougall
Jennie MacDonald
Gaye Mack
Robert Mack
Tom Macy
Buddy Maddux
Paul Madison
Elizabeth Kerri Mahon
Erika Mailman
Kristina Makansi
Mary Malloy
Annemarie Mannion
Martha Marks
Jill Marr
Karen Martindale
Catherine Mathis
Gordon Mathis
Morrie Mau
Janis Susan May

Ammanda McCabe
Ann McClellan
Susan McDufﬁe
Alison McMahan
Frances McNamara
Karen McShea
Tara Meek
Anna Michels
Cynthia Miller
Linda Lael Miller
Pamela Mingle
Meenoo Mishra
Kevin Montgomery
Michalea Moore
Sally Moore
Emmanuelle Morgen
Jan Morrill
Alison Morton
Steve Morton
Bruce Most
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Sue Mote
Vivian Murray

N
Cynthia Naden
Jennifer Naimy
Susanna Nash
Carol Elizabeth Nicholson
Madeena Nolan

O
Mallory O’Connor
Janet Oakley
LaDonna Ockinga
Vicky Oliver
Georgine Olson
Lisa Orr
Nancy Oset
Ellan Otero
Mary Donna Ott
Thomas Ott
Cuyler Overholt

P
Stephanie Painton
Paul Paris
Ann Parker
Diane Parkinson
George Parkinson
Hiram Patterson
Marschel Paul
Andrea Pawley
Sharon Kay Penman
Sophie Perinot
Wendy Perriman
Barbara Peters
Debra Peterson
Matthew Phillips
Lucy Pick
Sue Piechowski
Christina E. Pilz
Helen H Pilz
Diane Piron-Gelman
Donald Platt
Jill Porcino
Charlene Porter

Susie Pruett

Q
Jennifer Quinlan
Kate Quinn

R
Frederick Ramsay
Weina Randel
Lauren Ratcliffe
Robert Rath
Pamela Reitman
Kim Rendfeld
Robert Reppert
Nancy Reynolds
Connie Richards
Jeff Richards
Joe Ridgley
Judy Ridgley
Katie Ritter
Shauna Roberts
Margaret Rodenberg
Julieta Rodrigues
Shirley Rorvik
Dianna Rostad
Andrew Rowen
Priscilla Royal
Kathy Rudy
Kate Ruland-Thorne
Aimie Runyan
Elaine Russell
Donna Russo Morin

S
Ozgur Sahin
Hana Samek Norton
Randi Samuelson-Brown
Laurie Sanderson-Walcott
Brandon Saunders
Jo Schmidt
Katherine Scott-Mejia
Barbara Sedlock
Betty Sexton
Robert Shapiro
Richard Shouse
Stephan Silva

Corynne Simon
Andrea Simpson
Char Simser
Darla Singerton
Ron Singerton
Jesse Sisken
Keith Skinner
Cynthia Slocum
Anne Smith
Kathy Smith
Kerry Smith
Phyllis Smith
DeAnn Smith Stead
Dan Snell
Rick Spilman
Judith Starkston
Shari Stauch
Jane Steen
Cory Steiner
Julie Stevens
Michal Strutin
Victoria Sutton

T
Tamara Tabel
Linnea Tanner
Pamela Tartaglio
Gary G Taylor
Greg Taylor
Nephele Tempest
Marilyn Terhune-Young
Mary Kay Thill
Samuel Thomas
T. K. Thorne
Stephanie Thornton
Allison Thurman
Mary Tod
Edwin Todd
Devin Tomiak
Debbe Tompkins
Mark Tompkins
Mike Torreano
Mary Ann Trail
Tammi Truax
Alan Tucker
Rosalie Turner
Beth Turza

Suzanne Tyrpak

U
Eva Ulett

V
Pat Van
Julie VanLaanen
Bill Van Orsdel
John Van Roekel
Emily Victorson
Kirk Anthony Vollack

W
Natalie Wainwright
Kris Waldherr
Kathleen Walker
Karen Walters
Kristin Walters
Barbara Warne
Amanya Wasserman
Jane Weart
Barry Webb
Heather Webb
Tim Weed
Megan Wessell
Alana White
Mark Wiederanders
Steve Wiegenstein
Glen Wiley
Linda Wilford
Beatriz Williams
Christine Williams
Darlene Elizabeth Williams
Daniel Willis
Pamela R Winnick
Alison Withey
Kimberly Wollenburg
Gwendolyn Womack
Carolyn Woolston
Robert Wright

Y
Lisa Yarde
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Conference Sponsors
The HNS Conference Board would like to thank our generous sponsors.

Gary B. Haley
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Hyatt Denver Site Map

FLOOR PLAN
Ground Floor

HNS Conference 2015

FLOOR PLAN
Second Floor

(SBOE.FTB#BMMSPPN

(SBOE.FTB4FTTJPO3PPNT

PRIVATE
DINING

ROOT25
KITCHEN
SEMI-PRIVATE
SEATING

SEMI-PRIVATE
LOUNGE

"USJVN
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